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Abstract

This thesis investigates the concept of turbine repositioning to enhance energy production in
floating wind farms. Due to the dense deployment of floating turbines, downstream units could
potentially experience reduced wind speeds caused by the wakes of upstream turbines, leading
to decreased power output—an effect known as the wake effect. To address this, methods such
as power de-rating and yaw-based wake redirection have been extensively studied. Notably, for
floating wind farms, the ability of turbine bases to move within a certain range has prompted
the proposal of turbine repositioning as a novel wake mitigation strategy.

This study delves into optimal control strategies for turbine repositioning, with a particular
emphasis on manipulating rotor yaw angles. It introduces two primary repositioning strate-
gies: static repositioning, suitable for farms with relatively slack mooring lines, and dynamic
repositioning, for those with tighter lines. Alongside, the research proposes optimization
methods to identify the optimal control sequences for each repositioning strategy. Lastly, by
analyzing rotor yaw angle control sequences in the frequency domain, this study distinguishes
the frequency component crucial for repositioning turbines from that steering the wakes. The
findings provide significant insights into enhancing the cost-effectiveness of power production
in floating wind farms through effective wake interaction management.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1-1 Background and Significance

Wind energy is entering people’s attention at an unprecedented speed. The website Our
World in Data [79] produced a graphical representation delineating the global primary energy
consumption across various energy sources, see Figure 1-1. Within this representation, one
can see the historical and contemporary trajectory of human utilization of wind power.

Figure 1-1: Global Wind Energy Consumption from 1800 to 2022 [79]

The booming development of wind energy is the result of the combined effects of multiple
factors. On December 12, 2015, 175 parties signed a legally binding international treaty on
climate change in Paris, France - the Paris Agreement. The overall goal of the agreement is
“to limit the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial
levels,” and to make efforts “to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial
levels” [95]. To achieve the goals of the Paris Agreement, global decarbonization between 2022
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2 Introduction

and 2030 is essential [84], which has spurred the sustainable energy transition. The current
energy transition specifically refers to shifting the power supply from fossil fuels to renewable
energies, with the growth in renewable energies nowadays primarily relying on wind and solar
power. Research indicates that to achieve net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by the middle of
this century, the global penetration rate of wind energy must increase from 5% to 35% [46].
From the perspective of achieving policy goals, the successful development of wind energy
plays a decisive role.

Additionally, external economic forces are also driving the development of the wind power
industry. On one hand, the pursuit of lower electricity prices has never ceased, and on
the other hand, the fact that wind energy is in a developmental stage and requires more
investment hinders the reduction of electricity generation costs. Current research indicates
that the cost of onshore wind power generation ranges between 4.5 to 8.7 Euro cents/kWh,
while offshore wind power, due to its higher uncertainty, has generation costs between 6 to
11.1 Euro cents/kWh [16]. A study from 2007 estimated the generation costs of natural gas
and coal to be 4.9 and 4.1 Euro cents/kWh, respectively [70]. Clearly, wind power is at a
slight disadvantage in terms of generation costs. However, research by Blanco et al. suggests
that if the costs associated with CO2 emissions are also factored into the generation costs of
natural gas or coal, wind power would become a more cost-effective option [15]. In addition,
the future trend of wind power costs is very optimistic. Numerous studies based on the wind
energy learning curve suggest that the cost of wind power generation will further decrease
with the increase in capacity and technological advancements [102, 26, 74].

1-2 Introduction to Floating Wind Farms

1-2-1 Onshore vs. Offshore Wind Turbines

Based on the location, wind turbines can be divided into onshore and offshore wind turbines.
At early stage, onshore wind turbines have many inherent advantages: low installation costs,
low maintenance costs, small investment risks, and relatively mature technology [14, 25].

However, the further expansion of onshore wind turbines faces numerous obstacles, for in-
stance, residents’ dissatisfaction with the noise and shadow flicker caused by wind turbines,
conflicts between wind turbine sites and nature reserves, saturation of wind farms in certain
areas, and the impact on local property values [32]. These surface manifestations can ulti-
mately be summarized into two reasons: if one wants to increase the number of wind turbines,
the demand for more land is not easily met; if the goal is to increase the power output of
each turbine, the wind energy resources available on land may not be economically sufficient
to support larger turbines.

Fortunately, where there are challenges, there are opportunities. Offshore wind energy tech-
nology provides solutions to these challenges to a certain extent. The ocean offers a broad
area for wind turbines. Although site selection still needs to compete with industries such as
fishing, transportation, and oil, the vast expanse and fewer uses of the ocean result in offshore
wind turbines facing fewer land use restrictions. Additionally, a public opinion survey showed
that there is a positive correlation between the distance of offshore wind farms from residential
areas and people’s support for establishing wind farms [71]. Offshore wind not only generally
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1-2 Introduction to Floating Wind Farms 3

has higher wind speeds than onshore wind but is also more consistent [65]. Coupled with the
vast available sea area, this makes the wind resources at sea extremely abundant. A study
assessing the offshore wind energy potential around Michigan concluded that if the maximum
water depth is limited to 60 meters, the estimated offshore generation capacity could reach
102,592 MW; if the depth limit is extended to 200 meters, the estimated offshore generation
capacity could reach 269,562 MW, which is 16 times greater than the onshore wind potential
[2]. Besides, due to the lower roughness of the sea level compared to land, the wind shear
over the sea is weaker, which imposes less requirement on the tower height of wind turbines
[25]. These unique advantages endow offshore wind energy harnessing with inherent potential,
especially with the continuous improvement of related supporting technologies over the past
two decades.

Undoubtedly, offshore wind farms still have their unique challenges to overcome. Here, we
focus on the challenge of installing bottom-fixed offshore wind turbines. When the water depth
exceeds 50m, the sharp rise in installation costs and the limitations of seabed conditions make
the deployment of bottom-fixed wind turbines economically unfeasible. The introduction of
floaters and mooring systems has brought a glimmer of hope in solving this problem.

1-2-2 Advantages and Challenges of Floating Wind Turbines

Floating wind turbines are currently in the initial stages of commercialization. As of 2023,
there are four floating wind farms in operation: Hywind Scotland and Kincardine in Scotland,
WindFloat Atlantic in Portugal, and Hywind Tampen in Norway. The existing installation
capacity of these turbines is a mere drop in the ocean compared to the global wind turbine
installations. However, the fact that they have begun to be commercialized to some extent
indicates the unique potential of this technology.

Here, we briefly introduce the three advantages of floating wind turbines: suitability for
deep water, reduced transmission distances, and less environmental impacts. As previously
mentioned, the initial intent behind introducing floating wind turbines was to address the
limitation of bottom-fixed offshore turbines that cannot operate in deep waters. It is precisely
this feature that grants floating turbines their greatest advantage — suitable for deep water.
In Section 1-2-1, we referred to a study on the wind energy resources of Lake Michigan [2].
The study highlighted that due to the technical limitations of bottom-fixed turbines, wind
energy in waters deeper than 60 meters, which constitutes almost 60% of the total wind
energy resource, remains untapped. This case exemplifies how the advent of floating wind
turbines could possibly overcome the technical constraints, enabling the harnessing of more
wind energy and thereby potentially increasing the capacity factor. Secondly, floating turbines
can reduce transmission distances for specific power generation tasks. This is achieved by
situating floating power plants near load centers. A prime example is the Hywind Tampen
wind farm [27], which is set up to provide power to offshore oil and gas installations. Hywind
Tampen is located 140km off the coast of Norway in waters with depths of 260-300 meters. The
floating setup enables it to be positioned near two load centers, thereby reducing transmission
costs. Thirdly, floating wind turbines could potentially be more environmentally friendly
towards marine life. Bottom-fixed wind turbines generate significant noise during the pile-
driving process for tower installation, potentially disrupting the behavior of marine mammals
within several kilometers and possibly causing hearing impairments at close distances [67].
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4 Introduction

In contrast, the installation of floating wind turbines involves merely securing anchors to the
seabed, which generates less noise [69]. Additionally, the smaller size of the mooring lines
could potentially have a lesser impact on the migration of seabed creatures.

Floating wind turbine technology also presents its own set of challenges. For example, for
spar-type floating wind turbines, heavy-lift vessels and sheltered areas are required for instal-
lation and major repairs [63]. For Tension Leg Platform (TLP) type floating wind turbines,
the design often necessitates on-site repairs. This is primarily because unhooking them for
off-site maintenance can be challenging and complex due to their tension leg mooring sys-
tems [22]. Additionally, floating wind turbines need to consider platform stabilization and
load reduction. The wind at sea and the waves acting on the turbine can potentially pro-
duce low-frequency excitation. If these environmentally-induced frequencies are close to the
wind turbine’s inherent frequencies, such as the first tower frequency or tower tilt rotation
frequency, it can lead to significant vibration or platform motion. This phenomenon is also
referred to as negative damping. Therefore, numerous studies have proposed solutions to pre-
vent this phenomenon, such as using pole placement to reduce controller frequency [61], and
employing methods inspired by Non-Minimum Phase Zeros compensation [52]. The need for
load reduction work arises due to the more severe offshore conditions, which subject wind tur-
bines to greater aerodynamic load asymmetry. Higher turbulence can lead to micro-cracking
in the blades [82]. In response to this, many studies have employed independent pitch control
strategies to balance the loads and restore platform torque [72, 73, 78].

1-3 The Wake Effect

When an upstream wind turbine harvests a portion of the available energy in the wind, the
wind speed in the area behind its rotor decreases due to conservation of energy. When this air
mass, which has a velocity less than the free stream, reaches the swept area of a downstream
wind turbine, the production output of that downstream wind turbine is diminished. This
effect is called the wake effect [60].

1-3-1 Impact of the Wake Effect

For a turbine as an individual, the wake effect increases the mechanical load on the down-
stream turbine due to the inevitable additional turbulence in the wake region, which in turn
affects the service life and maintenance costs [92][62][31]. For wind farms, the overall energy
yield is reduced by the wake effect [39][7], as the distance between turbines may not be as
far as possible due to a variety of factors, such as government land zoning restrictions or
transmission cost constraints. Moreover, numerous studies have quantified the reduction in
wind farm efficiency resulting from wake effects. Barthelmie et al.’s researchs compared vari-
ous Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) wake models in terms of their predictions of wind
farm efficiency [8, 6]. The comprehensive results, based on data from the Horns Rev wind
farm, indicated that for certain flow directions, wake losses amount to 10-20%. Their research
also indicated that engineering wake models often underestimate the reduction in wind farm
efficiency due to wake effects, whereas CFD models tend to overestimate wake losses. There-
fore, accurate modeling of wakes is crucial for optimizing power output, although atmospheric
conditions or interactions between turbines can complicate the modeling.

Z. Xie Master of Science Thesis



1-3 The Wake Effect 5

1-3-2 Existing Control-Oriented Wake Models

Modeling of fluid dynamics always involves a trade-off between accuracy and computation
time, and this is no exception for wake modeling. Thus, current research categorizes wake
models into high, medium, and low fidelity based on their precision.

High-fidelity wake models use Large Eddy Simulation (LES), which computes by solving
the 3D Navier-Stokes equations, including SOWFA [23], UTDWF [68], etc. However, the
high precision comes with lengthy computation times, taking several days or even weeks
[18]. Clearly, these types of models are not suitable for real-time control. However, one
advantage of these models is that they can be used for control method validation or the
verification of low-fidelity wake models. To reduce computational load for control algorithm
research, some studies have shifted towards wake models based on solving unsteady 2D Navier-
Stokes equations, which are categorized as medium-fidelity models. Among them, WFSim
developed by Boersma et al. [17] is a typical example of this type of model. The model
uses a simplified turbulence model to improve accuracy. Additionally, although the model
neglects the vertical dimension states, the correction terms added to the continuity equation
partially mitigate the adverse effects of completely ignoring vertical information. Compared
to high-fidelity models, this model significantly improves computational speed; for instance,
a 1000s simulation approximately requires 1000s of computation time [57].

From the perspective of the control objectives, since retaining wake information in the X-Y
plane is essential, further dimensional reduction from the 2D Navier-Stokes equations is not
viable, necessitating the exploration of alternative approaches. Instead of using numerical
calculation methods to solve the dynamics of the wake, research has been conducted using
parameters to represent and simulate the behavior of the wake, such as wake deficit, wake
expansion, centerline, etc. In 1983, Jensen [48] used a linearly expanding model to represent
the expansion of the wake, becoming the forerunner of many subsequent analytical wake loss
models. Jensen’s model, also known as Park’s model, adjusts the spread angle to fit data
at distances larger than 4D (where D is the diameter of the wind turbine rotor) [53]. This
approach results in large errors in the near wake zone, but their reasonable assumption that
turbines are seldom placed closer than 4D justified that there is no need to worry about
the large prediction error in the near wake zone. Although Jensen’s model is not capable of
predicting the redirected wake from rotor yawing and handling heterogeneous wind conditions,
it has inspired research aimed at developing more accurate and comprehensive parametric
control-oriented models.

The FLOw Redirection and Induction in Steady-state (FLORIS) model [34] is an extension
of Jensen’s model, integrating research from Jiménez et al. [49] to include wake deflection.
FLORIS introduces more parameters to characterize the wake’s decay, deflection, and expan-
sion, and compared to Jensen’s model, it better simulates situations with partial wake overlap.
The parameters of the FLORIS model are fitted using data from the previously mentioned
high-fidelity model SOWFA. A CFD simulation study demonstrates that FLORIS is capable
of predicting the power output of each wind turbine in a wind farm with sufficient accuracy
under various wind farm configurations [34]. However, the FLORIS model is susceptible to
changing atmospheric conditions, thus, further parameter calibration, either online or offline,
is still an ongoing topic for FLORIS [96, 20, 104].

Both Jensen’s model and FLORIS can only describe the wake under steady-state conditions.
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6 Introduction

For floating wind farms, since this project involves the optimization control of the reposition-
ing transient process, the dynamic changes in the wake caused by changes in wind turbine
position or rotor yaw also need to be considered. Kheirabadi et al. [57] developed a wind farm
model that includes a dynamic wake model, based on the researches of Shapiro et al [87, 86].
This model uses partial differential equations to capture wake transport. This model is one
of the few that not only incorporates a dynamic wake model but also includes the dynamics
of floating platforms, making it highly valuable for reference. In the model validation section,
the study used FAST to validate the dynamics of the floating platform and employed experi-
mental data from Bastankhah et al. [10] to quantitatively validate the steady-state transport
behaviors of the wake. The results from both aspects indicate that the model possesses a
certain level of accuracy. Naturally, the validation of wake dynamics in this wind farm model
is supposed to be done. However, since existing high-precision CFD wind farm models are
limited to bottom-fixed turbines, the assessment of wake transport dynamics in this study
remains at an intuitive level. In summary, the study focuses on coupling wake dynamics with
floating platform dynamics, but lacks dynamic validation of the wake model.
Another approach is to extend the widely recognized steady-state parametric wake models to
incorporate the dynamics of wake behavior. A representative example of this is the FLOw
Redirection and Induction Dynamics (FLORIDyn) model [37, 12]. This model achieves dy-
namic simulation of the wake by creating Observation Points (OPs). Each OP contains
information on wind field states and turbine states and follows the wind direction of the free
stream velocity [12]. In its latest version, the model introduces the concept of Temporary
Wind Farms (TWFs). The creation of TWFs enables the decoupling of wake propagation un-
der heterogeneous and changing conditions from the wake shape descriptionThe FLORIDyn
framework has shown, through a nine-turbine case study, significant reduction in computa-
tional costs compared to its predecessor [13]. The paper’s notable achievement is the ability
to decrease computational cost by one to two orders of magnitude, enhancing viability for
real-time control in wind farms with a large number of turbines. Based on the characteristics
of the FLORIDyn framework, it combines low computational costs with the accuracy of the
FLORIS model, offering an efficient and reliable solution for this project.
Besides using numerical or analytical methods to model wakes, with the rapid development
of machine learning, some studies have also begun to use neural networks to characterize
unsteady wake behaviors [93, 103, 64]. Ti et al. selected inflow wind speed and turbulence
intensity as input variables for the neural network, and wind speed deficit and added turbu-
lence kinetic energy as output variables [93]. The training data for the neural network came
from a reduced-order turbine model based on the actuator disk model with rotation incorpo-
rating with Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The results showed that the neural
network’s predictions were in good agreement with numerical simulations and measurement
data. The study conducted a lateral comparison with analytical models such as Jensen’s
model, and the results showed that the neural network’s predictions were superior to Jensen’s
model. However, the study did not compare the neural network with more accurate and
widely recognized models, such as FLORIS, in terms of performance. Therefore, it cannot be
concluded that the neural network is definitively superior to analytical models. Additionally,
the model in this study did not have the capability to predict dynamic wakes.
To include the dynamic wake, Zhang et al. used the proper orthogonal decomposition tech-
nique to reduce the dimensionality of the flow field and trained a long short-term memory
neural network [103]. Their study shows that their wind farm model with dynamic wake
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1-4 Wake Mitigation Strategies 7

exhibits an overall prediction error of 4.8% with respect to the freestream and a short com-
putation time. However, no comparison with an analytical wake model was implemented. Li
believed that the dimensionality reduction in Zhang’s model eliminated the spatial correla-
tions, which led to a decrease in the model’s prediction accuracy and would limit its long-term
forecasting ability [64]. Consequently, Li et al. used a Bilateral Convolutional Neural Net-
work to implement a machine learning-based dynamic wind farm model that does not require
dimensionality reduction of the wind farm model. The study showed that this model highly
aligns with high-fidelity simulation results, reducing the overall error to 3.7%. The use of
neural networks for wake modeling indeed shows promising potential in current research.

1-4 Wake Mitigation Strategies

Up to now, three strategies of wake effect reduction have been widely researched and discussed:
power de-rating, yaw-based wake redirection, and turbine repositioning. From the perspective
of wind farms, these strategies provide different degrees of freedom for optimizing the efficiency
of the wind farm. This section will elaborate on the basic ideas, current research status, and
future research prospects of these three strategies.

1-4-1 Power De-rating

Power de-rating is also referred to as axial induction-based control [55]. This method involves
adjusting the axial induction factors a, which in turn alters the thrust coefficient CT and the
power coefficient CP for each turbine. As a result, it allows for the precise control of the
rotor thrust forces and the turbines’ power outputs, respectively. Typically, the CP curve
is relatively flat near its optimal blade pitch angle and TSR operating points, while the
corresponding CT curve is more sensitive to minor deviations in blade pitch angle or TSR
[4]. Thus, a slight reduction in the power outputs of the upstream wind turbine can result
in a significant decrease in thrust force, leading to a faster recovery of wind speed behind
the rotor, which means a shorter wake, subsequently improving the power outputs of the
downstream wind turbine. When the increase in output from the downstream wind turbine
outweighs the sacrifice in output from the upstream turbine, the efficiency of the wind farm
improves. For a clearer understanding of how adjusting axial induction factors could in theory
facilitate wake mitigation, Figure 1-2 is provided: for P̂0 < P0 and P̂1 > P1, it is desired that
P̂0 + P̂1 > P0 + P1.

(a) T0 under greedy operation (b) T0 de-rated

Figure 1-2: Illustration of Power De-rating in Wake Mitigation
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8 Introduction

The concept of axial-induction-based control has been widely researched since it was intro-
duced by M. Steinbuch in 1988 [88]. Initially, this strategy was studied using engineering
models of wake, and varying degrees of farm efficiency gains were observed. Horvat et al.
[44] studied a series of eight wind turbines in tandem, modeling the wake using wind deficit,
and observed a 2.85% increase in power generation. Similarly, Johnson and Fritsch et al. [50]
conducted research on a series of three wind turbines in tandem, using the park wake model
[53]. The optimized axial induction factors were identified using Extremum Seeking Control.
In addition to achieving a 3.8% wind farm efficiency gain under low turbulence, the study
also observed that the use of axial induction-based control can be counterproductive when the
turbulence intensity is high. Moreover, studies indicate that the smaller the spacing between
turbines, the more pronounced the effectiveness of axial induction control [100].

Furthermore, researchers have utilized high-fidelity wake models to determine the optimal con-
figurations of axial induction factors. Among these, the study by Annoni et al. employed both
the low-fidelity model FLORIS and the high-fidelity model SOWFA and drew comparisons
between their performances [4]. In a two-turbine setup, both FLORIS and SOWFA indicated
wind farm efficiency improvements after optimizing the axial induction factors. However, in
a configuration with five turbines in series, the FLORIS model predicted an overall efficiency
increase, while SOWFA indicated a decrease in overall efficiency. This discrepancy arose
because FLORIS overestimated the wind speed recovery rate, resulting in the downstream
turbines producing more power than in a more realistic scenario. To bridge this discrepancy,
the study adjusted the wake expansion and recovery rate in FLORIS to accurately match the
high-fidelity SOWFA model.

Lastly, several experiments and field tests targeting axial-induction-based control have been
conducted. The experiment by J. Bartl et al. [9] indicated that no overall increase in power
output was observed, no matter which method—changing the blade pitch or adjusting the
TSR—was used to influence the axial induction factor. One explanation provided in the
study is that the increased kinetic energy of the wake, resulting from the power reduction of
the upstream turbine, largely diffused into the surrounding free stream flow, preventing any
significant enhancement in the power output of the downstream turbine. Van der Hoek et al.’s
2019 field test reported positive results [98]. This field test was conducted on sixteen wind
turbines arranged in three rows, with the first two rows each consisting of five turbines in
series. For the five turbines in series in the first row, simulations indicated that adjusting the
axial induction factor could lead to a 5.6% improvement in wind farm efficiency. Although
the actual field test measured gain was smaller, it was still positive at 3.3%.

Due to variations in experimental setups, such as turbine size, inter-turbine spacing, and am-
bient wind conditions, different experiments yield diverse results that cannot be quantitatively
or qualitatively generalized. However, one conclusion we can draw is that efficiency improve-
ments predicted by low-fidelity wind farm models do not necessarily translate to increased
output in actual tests. Nevertheless, since adjusting axial induction factors can influence the
overall output of a wind farm and optimize the fatigue load distribution across turbines, the
axial induction factor can be considered as a degree of freedom in wind farm optimization
parameters.
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1-4 Wake Mitigation Strategies 9

1-4-2 Yaw-based Wake Redirection

In modern utility-scale wind turbines, a yaw motor is nearly always included to meet the
requirement of aligning the rotor with the wind direction [77]. From the perspective of
individual wind turbines, alignment with real-time wind direction is beneficial. However,
from the viewpoint of wind farms and the wake effect, this might not be necessary. When
the wind direction aligns with a turbine array, applying a yaw misalignment to the upstream
turbines can steer their wakes away from the downstream turbines, as shown in Figure 1-
3. This can increase the wind speed encountered by the downstream turbine, enhancing
the overall efficiency of the farm. It’s important to note that applying a yaw misalignment
to a turbine will certainly reduce its individual output. Nonetheless, a moderately sized
misaligning angle can still contribute to the overall output of the wind farm.

Figure 1-3: Illustration of Yaw-based Wake Redirection in Wake Mitigation

Van Dijk et al.’s research using the control-oriented low fidelity wake model FLORIS demon-
strated that yaw redirection can enhance wind farm efficiency by 2.8% [99]. Additionally,
the study also explored multi-objective wind farm optimization. Due to the redirected wake
only partially overlapping with the rotor of the downstream turbine, asymmetric mechanical
loads will be imposed on the downstream turbine. When considering both the objectives of
increasing wind farm efficiency and reducing mechanical loads, Van Dijk’s research showed
that while ensuring a significant reduction in mechanical loads, wind farm efficiency can still
achieve an improvement of 2.5%. Moreover, high-fidelity wake models based on CFD (Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics) were used to validate the results from the low-fidelity wake model
research. The results indicated that the power generation still showed an increasing trend
[30, 35]. Furthermore, wind tunnel experiments and field tests on this topic also demonstrated
its potential beneficial impact on enhancing wind farm efficiency [1, 11, 75, 45]. Adaramola et
al. conducted research on yaw misalignment for two scaled tandem wind turbines in the large
low-speed, closed-return wind tunnel of the Department of Energy and Process Engineering
at Norwegian University of Science and Technology [1]. The results indicated that yawing the
upstream turbine can increase the combined power output of the two turbines by 12%. How-
land et al. conducted a full-scale field experiment in a wind farm in Alberta, Canada, with
six utility-scale wind turbines arranged in a row [45]. The observed power generation growth
rate, ranging between 7% and 13%, further corroborated the effectiveness of this strategy.

Besides, current research often involves combining axial-induction-based control with yaw-
based wake redirection to optimize wind farm efficiency [5, 24]. These studies all indicate
that the optimal values for axial induction factors are close to 1/3 and their contribution to
improving wind farm efficiency is not significant. On the other hand, yaw angles emerge as
the dominant optimization variable.
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1-4-3 Turbine Repositioning

Unlike the first two wake effect mitigation strategies, turbine repositioning is only applicable
to offshore floating wind farms. The fundamental principle of this strategy is to use existing
or additional actuators to move the floating turbines a certain distance in the crosswind
direction, as shown in Figure 1-4. This reduces the shadowing of the downstream turbines by
the wake of the upstream turbines, thereby enhancing the power output of the wind farm.

Figure 1-4: Illustration of Turbine Repositioning in Wake Mitigation

How to create a displacement of the wind turbine in the crosswind direction is a major
focus of this strategy. Current research has branched into two areas: active repositioning,
which involves adding additional actuators, and passive repositioning, which relies on utilizing
aerodynamic forces for repositioning [55]. For active repositioning, popular methods include
attaching a thruster and adjusting the mooring line length. Xu et al. conducted research
on the additional attachment of thrusters, naming this approach the Dynamic Positioning
System (DPS) [101]. The study indicates that in the absence of waves, approximately 50%
of the electricity harvested by the wind turbine will be used for repositioning. When waves
are present, this figure rises to 80%. Although there are no studies currently on using DPS
for wind turbine repositioning to optimize wind farm efficiency, given the power consumption
of this repositioning device, it is evident that it is not a very appealing option. On the
other hand, the method of changing the mooring line length is also referred to as position
mooring, which is typically implemented by a winch mechanism [21, 59, 81]. Studies on
wind farm optimization using position mooring have all indicated that wind farm efficiency
can be improved. However, there is currently no research on the energy consumption of
the winch mechanism, so whether this approach can actually bring benefits remains to be
studied. Furthermore, the variable length attribute introduces more non-linearity and new
time-variability to the already non-linear mooring line, posing new challenges for wind turbine
modelling.

In the context of passive repositioning, it predominantly denotes the utilization of aerody-
namic forces for the repositioning of floating wind turbines. Intriguingly, while some papers
categorize this as a “passive” solution, it fundamentally implies the omission of supplemen-
tary actuators for turbine repositioning. Nevertheless, this approach still leverages actuators
that are already present in contemporary utility-scale turbines, such as nacelle yawing or
blade pitching, to execute the repositioning. In the following section, this second research
direction will be further elaborated upon. Current research on passive turbine repositioning
has branched into roughly two directions. One focuses on controlling the dynamics of floating
wind turbines at the turbine level, including both stabilizing and repositioning [33, 28, 42, 47].
This research direction is usually driven by a higher-level wind farm controller that provides
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1-5 Floating Offshore Wind Farm Control 11

target positions and target power to accomplish repositioning and power regulation tasks.
The other direction tends to simplify or sometimes even ignore the dynamics of floating wind
turbines and emphasizes optimization control from the perspective of wind farm optimization.
When the dynamics inherent to the floating wind turbine are entirely disregarded, this line of
research emphasizes the optimization of the floating wind farm under steady-state conditions
[56]. The optimization results can be fed as repositioning targets to the turbine controller
in the first research direction we previously mentioned. When the dynamics of the floating
wind turbine are incorporated into the floating wind farm optimization framework [58], the
optimization results no longer require an additional turbine controller. Instead, they can be
directly applied to the actuators of each turbine in the wind farm. In Section 1-5-2, this
second research direction will be further elaborated upon.

Additionally, an interesting phenomenon based on rotor yaw misalignment for turbine reposi-
tioning is observed [66]: due to that altering the rotor yaw angle not only changes the turbine’s
position in the crosswind direction but also redirects the shape of its wake, the simultaneous
existence of these two strategies, which are individually beneficial for wake mitigation, may
counteract each other’s effects. For instance, when a turbine employs rotor yaw misalignment
to move in the +y direction, this misalignment induces a wake deflection in the -y direction,
counteracting the benefits of its movement towards the +y direction. Therefore, controlling
floating turbines to mitigate the counteracting effects between these two strategies presents
a potential research direction.

1-5 Floating Offshore Wind Farm Control

In the previous section, three mainstream efficiency optimization strategies for floating off-
shore wind farms and their current research status were briefly introduced. As a result, the
following three possible control degrees of freedom for wind farm optimization are obtained:
axial induction factor, rotor yaw angle and turbine position. It is worth noting here that if
the repositioning of the turbine is indirectly achieved by changing the axial induction factor
or the rotor yaw, the actual control degrees of freedom, in this case, are only two, i.e., axial
induction factor and rotor yaw angle [81, 58, 54]. If the repositioning of the turbine is accom-
plished by an additional actuator, then the turbine position can be used alone as a degree
of freedom for steady-state wind farm control [56]. However, if dynamic optimal control of
the wind field is involved and additional actuators are used for repositioning, the turbine
position as a state can no longer be used as a control degree of freedom for the optimization
of the wind farm, and instead a new degree of freedom may be the thruster’s thrust force or
the length of the variable mooring line. It can be seen that optimization methodologies for
wind farms will diverge in two different directions with the need for steady-state or dynamic
optimization.

1-5-1 Steady-State Floating Offshore Wind Farm Control

Many current studies focus on the optimization of efficiency during the steady state of floating
offshore wind farms. This research direction first uses steady-state wind turbine models
and steady-state wake models to establish a steady-state floating offshore wind farm model.
Next, under the assumption that a predominant wind profile exists, certain optimization
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12 Introduction

algorithms are used to derive the optimal targets for each turbine under that wind profile
[81, 56, 54]. The optimal targets mentioned here typically include optimal position, optimal
axial induction factor, optimal rotor yaw angle, and optimal power. The optimization of this
research direction is limited to steady-state performance, so when the postures and positions
of the various floating turbines are not at these optimal targets, a secondary controller is
needed to satisfy the steering of the turbines to the optimal position and track the optimal
power [33, 28, 42, 47]. Furthermore, steady-state optimization for floating offshore wind farms,
although different in name from that for bottom-fixed wind farms, shares some foundational
methodologies. Research in this area can progress by integrating strategies used for optimizing
layouts in bottom-fixed wind farms [83, 85] with those for adjusting induction factors and/or
yaw angles [5, 24]. This approach merges two distinct areas of study, as the transient process
of floater movement is not considered in the optimization problem.

In the study conducted by Kheirabadi et al.[56], a framework was established to identify
optimal targets for each floating wind turbine. The research further examined how initial
layout parameters of the wind farm—such as mooring line length, mooring system orientation,
and turbine spacing—affect the efficiency of the optimized wind farm and the mobility of the
turbines. For example, observations such as a longer mooring line length can improve the
efficiency of the optimized wind farm, and the mooring system orientation should not exceed
20 degrees, otherwise, the efficiency of the wind farm will drastically decrease. This indicates
that for the steady-state efficiency optimization of floating wind farms, the optimization
process involves more than just the turbine’s own degrees of freedom, like the axial induction
factor and yaw angle. Various initial layout parameters of the wind farm, including mooring
line length, mooring system orientation, turbine spacing, and the neutral position of the
floater [54], also play a significant role in affecting the steady-state power production of the
floating wind farm. Alkarem et al. [3] proposed the Turbine Repositioning Technique for
Layout Economics (TRTLE) method for optimizing floating wind farms based on wind farm
layout parameters. Instead of using rotor yaw misalignment to achieve turbine repositioning,
this study achieves the movement of turbines in different directions within a wind farm solely
by using different mooring system orientations. The TRTLE method achieves up to a 30%
reduction in wake losses, increasing energy production, and offers cost-effective, reliable layout
flexibility without the need for active controls. The absence of active controls benefits actuator
loads and the overall lifespan of the turbine system. However, its limitation is that this
optimization approach is only applicable before the deployment phase of the turbines.

The current research on this optimization strategy should pay attention to the following
points. First is the connection issue between the farm level controller and the turbine level
controller. In current research, the steady-state farm controller and the turbine dynamic
repositioning controller are studied separately, and there is no research that connects the two
altogether. For example, the wind farm controller often provides a target axial induction
factor, while the turbine repositioning controller often assumes a given target blade pitch
angle and target generator torque, which means that the connection between the two levels
of controllers needs to involve the translation of the axial induction factor to the blade pitch
angle and generator torque. Second is the optimality of this strategy. Since the optimization
of this strategy is limited to steady-state power optimization and does not involve the transient
process during turbine repositioning, the overall wind farm control can improve the efficiency
of the wind field but is still only suboptimal. This also inspires dynamic control of floating
wind farms, which will be detailed in the next section. Lastly, there is the question of whether
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1-5 Floating Offshore Wind Farm Control 13

it has the capability to handle time-varying wind profiles. If the change in the wind condition
is not fast, the secondary repositioning controller’s response can keep up with the changes
in the wind farm controller targets, then this steady-state-based optimization strategy is
feasible. But if the wind profile is constantly changing, which is indeed the case in reality,
then a real-time dynamic control of the floating wind field would be expected.

1-5-2 Real-Time Dynamic Floating Offshore Wind Farm Control

The conceptual difference from the previous floating wind farm optimization strategy is that,
in the methodology described in this section, the dynamic performance within a wind farm
will now be included in the optimization problem. Therefore, the research on this strategy
must be based on a floating wind farm model that includes all the main dynamics. Given the
inclusion of dynamics, the optimization problem will be based on the behavior of the floating
wind farm over a period of time. Consequently, the optimization algorithm will provide control
signals for each control degree of freedom for each floating wind turbine at every time step
within this period, effectively generating an optimal control sequence, as shown in Figure 1-5.

Figure 1-5: Illustration of Real-Time Dynamic Floating Offshore Wind Farm Control

Unlike steady-state wind farm optimization, dynamic wind farm optimization, due to the
inclusion of a dynamic model for the floating wind turbines, obviates the need for a secondary
turbine repositioning controller. Assuming that the actual wind profile matches the wind
profile known to the optimizer, the optimal control sequence determined by the optimizer
can be directly applied to each floating wind turbine in the wind farm at every time step to
achieve maximized energy production during this period.

Given the inherent variability of wind conditions, it is impractical for a dynamic wind farm
efficiency optimizer to obtain or predict wind profiles in real time for the foreseeable future.
Under such circumstances, Model Predictive Control (MPC) can be employed. When wind
conditions fluctuate, this dynamic wind farm efficiency optimizer can be seamlessly incor-
porated into an economic model predictive control framework as the optimization module,
enabling real-time optimal control of the floating wind farm. As we discussed in Section 1-3-2,
the dynamic models for control-oriented floating wind farms are still at an embryonic stage,
with only a handful of studies undertaken to develop them [57, 76]. Consequently, research
on real-time optimization and control using these control-oriented dynamic models for float-
ing wind farms is also very limited. Kheirabadi et al. [58] were the first to apply economic
Model Predictive Control to the real-time optimization and control of floating wind farms.
The controller is based on their team’s previously proposed dynamic wind farm model [57],
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which notably utilizes neural networks to simulate the dynamics of floating wind turbines.
The simulated environment for this study was a fluctuating wind profile resembling a sinu-
soidal function. The study conducted a comprehensive analysis of the behavior of individual
turbines under the controller’s influence in downwind and crosswind orientations, which is
consistent with the theoretical expectations of their movement dynamics. The results indi-
cated a 20.2% increase in power generation compared to greedy control, laying a foundation
for wind farm optimization strategies and eliciting a positive response.

1-6 Problem Statement

This research addresses the problem of maximizing the energy production of a floating wind
farm by investigating and optimizing the combination of multiple wake mitigation strategies.
Specifically, this study focuses on two primary strategies:

1. Wake Steering: This is achieved by altering the rotor yaw angle, redirecting the
turbine wake away from downstream turbines.

2. Turbine Repositioning: This can be achieved by altering the rotor yaw angle or by
adjusting both the axial induction factor and the rotor yaw angle.

The objective of this research is to determine the optimal control sequences for rotor yaw
angles that maximize the energy production of the floating wind farm over a specified period
of time. To achieve this, a dynamic model of a floating wind farm is first developed. This
model simulates the interactions and dependencies between turbines under different control
inputs. Subsequently, optimization algorithms are employed to find the optimized control
sequences for the rotor yaw angles. Finally, a thorough analysis is conducted on the impact
of the optimized control sequences.

1-7 Outline

The outline of this thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, a dynamic floating wind farm
model is developed. First, the floater dynamics are modeled. By integrating the developed
floater model with a dynamic wake model, the dynamic floating wind farm model used in this
study is constructed. The functionality of this model is then demonstrated. In Chapter 3,
optimization of the floating wind farm aiming for maximum energy production is performed.
The optimization results indicate that there are two optimal operating modes for floating
wind farms: static repositioning and dynamic repositioning. Qualitative explanations of these
two operating modes are provided in this chapter. Moving to Chapter 4, a comprehensive
analysis of these two working modes is provided, aiming to provide quantitative explanations.
In Chapter 5, the conclusions of this study are presented. Additionally, the limitations of
this research are discussed, along with suggestions for future research directions and prospects.
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Chapter 2

Modelling of Floating Wind Farms

In this chapter, a dynamical floating wind farm model is developed, which serves as a basis
for optimization and control research. In Section 2-1, the dynamics of the floater will be
first described. To represent the interactions between turbines, this research utilizes the
dynamical wake model FLORIDyn [12]. Therefore, a brief explanation of the working principle
of FLORIDyn is provided in Section 2-2. Additionally, the modelling of the floating wind farm
is achieved by incorporating the dynamics of the floater into FLORIDyn. The setup and layout
of a two-turbine floating wind farm are detailed in Section 2-3. Finally, the capabilities of the
developed floating wind farm model are demonstrated through case studies in Section 2-4.

2-1 Modelling of the Floater

Figure 2-1: The floater and mooring lines introduce six additional degrees of freedom to the
system: platform surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw. Figure credit: [41].

For a floating wind turbine, the floater and the mooring lines introduce six additional degrees
of freedom to the system: platform surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw. These are
illustrated in Figure 2-1. For different control problems, these six new degrees of freedom are
either fully or partially incorporated into the modeling of the floating wind turbine [89]. For
current research focused on turbine stabilization control or small-range repositioning control
(of a magnitude of 0.1 rotor diameter), all six degrees of freedom are considered in their
models, as detailed in [43, 42, 28]. In contrast, for strategies aimed at enhancing wind farm
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16 Modelling of Floating Wind Farms

Figure 2-2: Illustration of the three main types of forces acting on a floating wind turbine:
mooring line force, hydrodynamic drag force, and aerodynamic thrust force.

energy production through relatively large-range repositioning control (with a movable range
normally exceeding at least half of the rotor diameter), only the platform surge and sway are
taken into consideration, as detailed in [58, 33, 57]. Given that the focus of this study aligns
more closely with the second type of research mentioned above, a 2D planar floating turbine
model on the X-Y plane is developed. Here, the X-Y plane is defined to be coplanar with the
water surface; consequently, the positive direction of the Z-axis points from the water surface
towards the sky.

The floating wind turbine selected for this study is the 5MW semi-submersible floating turbine
developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [51, 80]. It has a rotor
diameter D of 126 meters and a total system weight mturbine of 1.3473 × 107 kg (including
ballast).

The states of the floater model are defined as

x = [x1 x2 x3 x4]T = [px py vx vy]T

where px and py represent the center position of the floating wind turbine in the x and
y directions, and vy and vy represent its velocity in the x and y directions. Focusing on
the motion of the floating wind turbine in the X-Y two-dimensional plane, it is primarily
influenced by three types of forces: the mooring line force, the hydrodynamic drag force, and
the aerodynamic thrust force, as shown in Figure 2-2. According to Newton’s second law, the
dynamics of the system can be expressed as:

mturbine

[
ẋ3
ẋ4

]
= Fmooring − Fhydro + Faero (2-1)

where the bolded F represents a 2 × 1 force vector, with the first element representing the
component in the x-direction and the second element representing the component in the y-
direction. Furthermore, the dynamics of the floater can be formulated into the following
state-space form:

ẋ1
ẋ2
ẋ3
ẋ4

 =


x3
x4

1
mturbine+madded

(Fmooring(x1, x2) − Fhydro(x3, x4) + Faero(x3, x4, Ueff, γ, a))

 (2-2)
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where Ueff = [Ueff,x, Ueff,y]T is the instant effective wind speed, γ is the rotor yaw angle and
a is the axial induction factor. The added mass madded comes from the hydrodynamic load.
Its specific composition will be addressed in the subsequent calculation of the hydrodynamic
drag force Fhydro.
The specific calculations of these three forces are as follows:
Mooring line force Fmooring(px, py): The force exerted on the floating wind turbine by the
mooring system in the X-Y plane is the resultant force arising from the horizontal tensions
of the three mooring lines, given by:

Fmooring(px, py) =
3∑

i=1
Fmooring,i(px, py)

The force from the ith mooring line in the X-Y plane, Fmooring,i(px, py), is calculated as
follows:

Fmooring,i(px, py) = FHT(di(px, py))panchor,i − pfairlead,i(px, py)
di(px, py) (2-3)

Here, panchor,i is the constant position vector of the ith anchor, pfairlead,i(px, py) is the position
vector of the ith fairlead, di(px, py) = ||panchor,i − pfairlead,i(px, py)|| is the horizontal distance
between the ith fairlead and its corresponding anchor, as illustrated in Figure 2-3. For the
sake of simplicity, di(px, py) will be referred to as the horizontal anchor-fairlead distance in
the following text. Besides, FHT(di(px, py)) is the horizontal tension provided by mooring line
i.
The position of the ith fairlead pfairlead,i(px, py) is calculated specifically by the following
equations:

pfairlead,1(px, py) = [px, py]T +
[
−1

2dfairlead cos π
6 , 0

]T

pfairlead,2(px, py) = [px, py]T +
[

1
2dfairlead tan π

6 , 1
2dfairlead

]T

pfairlead,3(px, py) = [px, py]T +
[

1
2dfairlead tan π

6 , −1
2dfairlead

]T

where dfairlead is the distance between every fairlead, as annotated in Figure 2-3a.
Using the calculated distance di(px, py), the horizontal tension FHT(di(px, py)) provided by
mooring line i can be obtained according to the lookup table provided by NREL [80], visually
illustrated in Figure 2-4. The data from this lookup table were derived numerically using
FAST for the scenario of an unstretched mooring line length of 835.5 meters and a vertical
anchor-fairlead distance of 186 meters. The use of a lookup table in this study is intended to
reduce computational cost.
Hydrodynamic drag force Fhydro(vx, vy) and the added mass madded: To incorporate
the impact of water on the dynamics of the floating wind turbine, the Morison equation is
used. When a floating turbine moves in an oscillatory flow, the Morison equation suggests
that the hydrodynamic loads can be calculated as follows [90, 57]:

Fhydro(v, v̇, U, U̇) = 1
2ρ

∑
i∈D

(Cd,iAd,i)(U − v)||U − v||︸ ︷︷ ︸
Drag force

+ ρ
∑
i∈D

(Ca,iAa,i)(U̇ − v̇)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hydrodynamic mass force

+ ρV U̇︸ ︷︷ ︸
Froude-Krylov force

(2-4)
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(a) top view (X-Y plane) (b) side view (X-Z plane)

Figure 2-3: Illustration of the anchors, fairleads, and horizontal anchor-fairlead distances. Note
that this figure is for illustrative purposes only; the proportions of the mooring line lengths and
turbine dimensions are intentionally distorted.

(a) Force analysis on a single mooring line
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(b) Horizontal tension by one mooring line

Figure 2-4: (a) The free body diagram of a single mooring line is shown [80]. (b) The horizontal
tension FHT (the H.TENSION in (a)) resulting from different horizontal anchor-fairlead distances
for a mooring line of fixed length is plotted.
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2-2 Modelling of Floating Wind Farms 19

where ρ is the density of the flow, Cd,i and Ad,i are the drag coefficient and reference area of
the submerged component i, U is the velocity vector of the flow, v = [vx, vy]T is the velocity
vector of the turbine, Ca,i and Aa,i are the added mass coefficient and reference area of the
submerged component i, and V is the cylinder volume per unit cylinder length. Here, D
denotes the set including all the submerged components of this turbine.
Here, we assume still water conditions, i.e., the velocity vector U and its time derivative U̇
are both zero. Consequently, the hydrodynamic load on the turbine can be expressed as:

Fhydro(v, v̇) = 1
2ρ

∑
i∈D

(Cd,iAd,i)v||v||︸ ︷︷ ︸
Drag force

− ρ
∑
i∈D

(Ca,iAa,i)v̇︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hydrodynamic mass force

(2-5)

Since the hydrodynamic mass force term contains the first derivative of the velocity states,
v̇ = [ẋ3, ẋ4]T , we here define madded = ρ

∑
i∈D(Ca,iAa,i). In this way, this term can be moved

to the left side of the state-space equation and incorporated into mturbine by summation.
Meanwhile, the remaining drag force term is considered the hydrodynamic drag force acting
on the floating wind turbine:

Fhydro(vx, vy) = 1
2ρ

∑
i∈D

(Cd,iAd,i)v||v|| (2-6)

Aerodynamic thrust force Faero(vx, vy, Ueff , γ, a): Considering that the rotor may mis-
align with the wind direction, the modelling of the aerodynamic thrust force follows the vortex
cylinder model of a yawed actuator disc [19]. The specific calculations are based on the work
of Kheirabadi et al. [57], as follows:

Faero(vx, vy, Ueff , γ, a) = 1
8Ct(vx, vy, Ueff , γ, a)ρaπD2 ∥Vrel(vx, vy, Ueff )∥2 n(γ) (2-7)

where ρa represents the density of the air, D is the diameter of the rotor plane, and n(γ) =
[cos γ, sin γ]T is the unit vector based on the rotor yaw angle at this moment. Vrel(vx, vy, Ueff)
is the relative effective incoming wind speed:

Vrel(vx, vy, Ueff) = Ueff − v =
[
Ueff,x − vx

Ueff,y − vy

]
(2-8)

Ct(vx, vy, Ueff, γ, a) is the thrust coefficient, calculated as follows:

Ct(vx, vy, Ueff, γ, a) = 4a

(
cos γrel + tan χ

2 sin γrel − a sec2 χ

2

)
(2-9)

Here, γrel = γ − tan−1
(

Ueff,y−vy

Ueff,x−vx

)
is the relative rotor yaw angle, which takes into account

the velocity of the turbine itself. And χ is the wake skew angle immediately past the rotor,
calculated as χ = (0.6a + 1)γrel.

2-2 Modelling of Floating Wind Farms

In order to model the dynamic behaviors of a floating wind farm, the wakes generated by the
turbines must be incorporated to effectively capture their interactions. This section will first
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briefly introduce the wake model FLORIDyn (FLOw Redirection and Induction Dynamics)
used in this study, followed by an explanation of how the dynamics of floaters are integrated
with the FLORIDyn wake model.

FLORIDyn is a wake model capable of characterizing dynamic wake behavior in response
to changes in turbine states, such as rotor yaw angle and axial induction factor, as well as
variations in wind conditions. [38, 13, 12]. FLORIDyn generates new Observation Points
(OPs) at each simulation timestep to record the current turbine states. Meanwhile, existing
OPs, which preserve the historical states of the turbines, propagate at the free stream velocity.
This propagation of the existing OPs also includes deflection based on the current wind field,
calculated using FLORIS [36]. The wind speed reduction experienced by each turbine is
calculated based on the two OPs in each OP chain that are closest to the turbine. Using
these two OPs, a temporary wind farm, referred to as TWF in [12], is established to compute
the foreign reduction caused by the wake. Due to the chosen method of OP propagation
and the TWF approach, this wake model accurately captures the dynamics of the wake
while maintaining exceptional simulation speed, enabling real-time control of wind farm flow.
For example, for an 1800-second simulation horizon, FLORIDyn requires only 0.2 seconds
of simulation time on a laptop equipped with a 12th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-12700H
processor.

Floater Dynamics FLORIDyn

px, py

Ueff

Figure 2-5: Diagram illustrating the connection between the floater’s dynamics and the FLORI-
Dyn model. The floater’s dynamics provide position coordinates (px, py) to the FLORIDyn model
for generation of the new OPs, while FLORIDyn computes the effective wind speed (Ueff ) that
influences the floater’s dynamics.

By integrating the floater model described in Section 2-1 with the FLORIDyn wake model,
we obtain the dynamic floating wind farm model required for this study. Figure 2-5 illustrates
how these two components are interconnected. In each simulation timestep, the update of
turbine positions and velocities relies on the effective wind speed Ueff experienced by the
turbines, which is provided by FLORIDyn. Concurrently, the global positions of the new
OPs in FLORIDyn are generated from the current positions of the floating turbines [px, py].
Additionally, the local positions of existing OPs in FLORIDyn are updated relative to the
current positions of the turbines to ensure their global positions remain unchanged.

In Figure 2-6a, the transportation of the existing OPs (indicated by solid arrows) and the
creation of a new OP are shown. By considering the current turbine states and wake deflection
under the current wind conditions, the new positions of each OP at the end of step k are
obtained. Here, OPi,k−1 represents the position of the OP with index i at the end of step
k − 1 (depicted by hollow circles), and OPi,k represents the position of the OP with index
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2-2 Modelling of Floating Wind Farms 21

i at the end of step k (depicted by solid circles). Meanwhile, the turbine moves from its
old position [px,k−1, py,k−1] to its new position [px,k, py,k], a process illustrated by the dashed
arrow. Simultaneously, a new OP is created at the turbine’s new position, labeled as index 5
in Figure 2-6a.

(a) Propagation of the Observation Points (OPs)

(b) Definition of the Local Coordinate Systems

Figure 2-6: (a) Illustration of the propagation of observation points (OPs). The hollow points
represent the OPs in simulation step k − 1, while the solid points represent the propagated OPs
at the end of step k. Additionally, a new OP5,k is created at the end of step k, located at the
new turbine position. (b) Definition of the local coordinate systems before and after the turbine
moves, denoted by KBM and KAM, respectively. “BM” stands for Before the Movement, and
“AM” stands for After the Movement. K0 represents the global coordinate system, with its origin
located at the turbine’s neutral position.

In Figure 2-6b, three coordinate systems are defined: K0, KBM, and KAM, where “BM”
stands for Before the Movement, and “AM” stands for After the Movement. K0 is the global
coordinate system, with its origin located at the neutral position of the turbine. KAM is
the local coordinate system at the end of step k. Its origin is at the turbine’s position at
step k, [px,k, py,k], and its x-direction is orthogonal to the rotor plane at step k. In terms
of orientation, KAM can be obtained by rotating K0 around its z-axis by −θk. KBM is the
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local coordinate system based on the old turbine position [px,k−1, py,k−1]. KBM has the same
orientation as KAM.

After the simulation step k, the coordinates of every OP with respect to K0 and KAM should
be stored for later calculation. However, within the step k, after the existing OPs complete
their transportation under FLORIDyn, their local coordinates are still with respect to KBM.
Therefore, it is necessary to update their local coordinates to KAM to ensure that the change
in the origin of the local coordinate system does not alter the global coordinates of the existing
OPs.

The coordinates for the existing OPs under KAM are obtained using the following equation:

[
OPi,k,x

OPi,k,y

]
KAM

=
[
OPi,k,x

OPi,k,y

]
KBM

+
[
cos θk − sin θk

sin θk cos θk

] [
px,k − px,k−1
py,k − py,k−1

]
K0

(2-10)

where [·]K(·) specifies which coordinate system the coordinate inside of the brackets is with
respect to.

The reason why KBM and KAM have the same orientation is as follows: here we define another
coordinate system, Kk−1, to represent the local coordinate system of the turbine at the end
of step k −1, as shown in Figure 2-7. Kk−1 shares the same origin as KBM, but has a different
orientation. The x-axis of Kk−1 is orthogonal to the rotor plane at the end of step k − 1, and
the orientation angle here is θk−1. Generally, under time-varying wind conditions or rotor yaw
angle changes, θk−1 ̸= θk. This means that at each simulation step, the local coordinate system
undergoes a translational change due to the turbine’s repositioning, and a rotational change
due to time-varying wind conditions or rotor yaw angle. The latter rotational transformation
has already been accounted for by FLORIDyn, as the local coordinates of each OP have
been updated from Kk−1, oriented at θk−1, to KBM, oriented at θk. However, the former
translational transformation needs to be considered in a floating wind farm. This is why it is
necessary to update the local coordinates of the OPs from KBM to KAM, and why KBM and
KAM have the same orientation.

Figure 2-7: Three coordinate systems are illustrated here: Kk−1, KBM, and KAM. The local
coordinates update from Kk−1 to KBM is performed within the FLORIDyn framework. The
further local coordinates update from KBM to KAM is done using (2-10), aiming to incorporate
the information of the turbine position change.
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Figure 2-8: Schematic of the Two-Turbine Floating Wind Farm Setup

Figure 2-9: Definition of Wind Direction and Yaw Angle for the Study

2-3 Description of a Two-Turbine Floating Wind Farm Setup

This section introduces a two-turbine floating wind farm, as shown in Figure 2-8.

First, for clarity, the definitions of wind direction angle and rotor yaw angle are explained
here. Conventionally, due east (the +x direction in Figure 2-8) is set as 270 degrees, and due
north (the +y direction in Figure 2-8) as 180 degrees, as shown in Figure 2-9(a). However,
since the angles involved in this study are all in the vicinity of 270 degrees, the definitions
of angles in this research are uniformly subtracted by 270 degrees from the conventional
definitions for simplicity, as shown in Figure 2-9(b). Additionally, the definition of the rotor
yaw angle is the angle between the +x direction (0 degrees as just defined) and the normal
vector to the rotor plane facing downwind. Illustrations can be found in Figure 2-9(c), (d),
and (e).

The layout and relevant parameter settings for this two-turbine floating wind farm is explained
as follows: under no-wind conditions, the upstream floating wind turbine is located at its
neutral position [600, 500] m, and the downstream floating wind turbine is at its neutral
position [1240, 500] m.

2-4 Demonstration of Model Capabilities

In this section, the functionalities of the constructed dynamic floating wind farm model will
be demonstrated. This model can take varying axial induction factor and varying rotor yaw
angle as control inputs. Additionally, wind direction as an environmental variable can also be
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time-varying. Therefore, the following three cases will be presented: Varying Axial Induction
Factor, Varying Rotor Yaw Angle, and Varying Wind Direction.

Case 1: Varying Axial Induction Factor The upstream turbine T0 undergoes derating
while the axial induction factor of the downstream turbine T1 remains constant. The specific
control sequences can be found in the left panel of Figure 2-10a. In this case, the wind
direction remains constant at 0 degrees, and the rotor yaw angle of both turbines is also
maintained at 0 degrees. The resulting power output trajectories and turbine movement
trajectories can be found in the remaining panels of Figure 2-10. In Figure 2-13a, a snapshot
of the floating wind farm at t = 1000 s is presented to provide a clearer visualization.
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(a) The left panel illustrates the control sequences of the axial induction factor. The axial induction
factor of the upstream turbine T0 falls below 0.33 for a period of time, while that of the downstream
turbine remains constant. The right panel depicts the resulted power output trajectories. It is evident
that T0 experiences a power de-rating, while simultaneously, the power output of T1 increases. This is
attributed to the de-rating of T0 providing higher wind speeds to T1.
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(b) This figure illustrates the impact of changing the axial induction factor on turbine positions. The
top left panel shows that T0 returns to its neutral position in the x-direction during derating due to the
reduced aerodynamic thrust force. The bottom left panel indicates that T0 deviates from its neutral
position during derating, resulting in increased wind speed for the downstream turbine T1. Consequently,
T1 experiences a larger aerodynamic thrust force, moving it away from its neutral position.

Figure 2-10: Case 1: Varying Axial Induction Factor
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Case 2: Varying Rotor Yaw Angle The rotor yaw angle of T0 follows a signal varying
between -15 degrees and 15 degrees, while the rotor yaw angle of T1 remains at 0 degrees.
The specific control sequences can be found in the left panel of Figure 2-11a. In this case, the
wind direction remains constant at 0 degrees, and the axial induction factor of both turbines
remains constant at 0.33. The resulting power output trajectories and turbine movement
trajectories can be found in the remaining panels of Figure 2-11. In Figure 2-13b, a snapshot
of the floating wind farm at t = 600 s is presented to provide a clearer visualization.
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(a) The left panel describes the control sequences for rotor yaw angles. The rotor yaw angle of T0 varies
between -15 degrees and +15 degrees, while T1 maintains a constant rotor yaw angle of 0 degrees. The
right panel shows the resulted power output trajectories. It is evident that T0 experiences two power
output valleys due to misalignment of the rotor with the wind direction. T1 exhibits two power output
peaks because the yaw misalignment of T0 induces crosswind turbine repositioning, which can be observed
in the upper right panel of (b). As a result, the overlap between T0’s wake and T1’s rotor decreases,
providing T1 with higher wind speeds.
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(b) This figure illustrates the impact of changing the rotor yaw angle on turbine positions. For T0, yaw
misalignment reduces the x-wind component of the aerodynamic thrust force, causing it to approach its
neutral position twice in the x-direction, as seen in the top left panel. Simultaneously, yaw misalignment
introduces an aerodynamic thrust force component in the y-direction, resulting in significant repositioning
in the y-direction, as shown in the top right panel. For T1, since its rotor remains aligned with the wind
direction, there is no movement in the y-direction. However, due to the intermittent sweeping of T0’s
wake across T1, small fluctuations in the x-direction are observed.

Figure 2-11: Case 2: Varying Rotor Yaw Angle
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Case 3: Varying Wind Direction In this case, the wind direction varies between -15
degrees and 15 degrees. The specific control sequence can be found in the left panel of
Figure 2-12a. Here, the rotor yaw angles of both turbines remain at 0 degrees, and the
axial induction factors remain at 0.33. The resulting power output trajectories and turbine
movement trajectories can be found in the remaining panels of Figure 2-12. In Figure 2-13c, a
snapshot of the floating wind farm at t = 600 s is presented to provide a clearer visualization.
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(a) The left panel depicts the variation trajectory of the wind direction in the wind farm. The right panel
shows the resulting power output trajectories. The power output of T0 exhibits two valleys due to rotor
misalignment with the wind direction at those times. Conversely, T1’s power output shows two peaks as
T0’s wake nearly completely avoids T1’s rotor during these periods.
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(b) This figure illustrates the impact of changing the wind direction on turbine positions. Since the rotor
yaw angles of both turbines remain at 0 degrees, there is no movement in the y-direction. T0 exhibits
negligible movement in the x-direction. In contrast, T1 shows significant movement in the x-direction
with two peaks, as it experiences higher wind speeds at these times, pushing it further from its neutral
point.

Figure 2-12: Case 3: Varying Wind Direction
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(a) Case 1: Varying Axial Induction Factor

(b) Case 2: Varying Rotor Yaw Angle

(c) Case 3: Varying Wind Direction

Figure 2-13: Three snapshots illustrating different cases: (a) varying axial induction factor at
t = 1000 s, (b) varying rotor yaw angle at t = 600 s, and (c) varying wind direction at t = 600 s.
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Chapter 3

Optimization Under Constant Wind
Conditions for Maximum Energy

Production

This chapter introduces a time-domain optimization approach for floating wind farms. The
purpose of this chapter is to explore and analyze the optimal control sequences that can max-
imize the overall energy production of the previously defined two-turbine floating wind farm.
Given that the mooring line stiffness of the floating turbine system influences both turbine
stabilization and the turbine’s movable range, this chapter specifically selects a series of differ-
ent mooring line stiffness values to examine their impact on wind farm energy production and
optimal control sequences. The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3-1, the essential
elements for performing the optimization are detailed. In Section 3-2, the optimized results
in terms of total energy production and optimal control sequences over different mooring line
stiffness are presented. Additionally, qualitative interpretations of the results are provided.

3-1 Optimization Framework

Due to the nonlinear nature of the floater’s dynamics and the need to impose constraints on the
control degrees of freedom, the task is categorized as a constrained nonlinear optimization
problem. Therefore, the MATLAB function fmincon is selected [91]. In this section, the
essential aspects that need to be considered for optimization will be explained.
Objective Function: Given the goal of maximizing the energy production of the floating
wind farm over a period of time, the accumulated energy production during this period is
formulated as the objective function. Considering the property of the fmincon function, which
seeks the minimum, a negative sign is manually added in front of the accumulated energy
production. Mathematically, the objective function can be expressed as follows:

Obj = −
n−1∑
i=0

k∑
j=1

(Pi,j · ∆t) [Joule] (3-1)
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30 Optimization Under Constant Wind Conditions for Maximum Energy Production

where n is the number of turbines in this wind farm, k represents the number of steps
throughout the simulation, Pi,j is the instantaneous power output for turbine Ti at time
step j, and ∆t is the duration between each simulation step. For this study, the optimization
horizon for the two-turbine wind farm is set to 1800 seconds with a simulation step ∆t of 4
seconds, resulting in 450 simulation steps.

Optimization Variables: Due to the lack of detailed prior knowledge about the optimal
control sequence, the optimization variables are chosen as a series of equidistant sample points
for each control degree of freedom for each turbine in the time domain. The behavior of the
control degrees of freedom between each sample point is obtained through linear interpolation.

For the study in this chapter, the selection of optimization variables for the 1800s optimization
horizon is explained as follows. For turbine Ti, the rotor yaw angle γi,1 at t = 25s is chosen as
the first optimization variable. Subsequently, every ∆tγ = 25s interval of the rotor yaw angle
is also treated as an optimization variable. The rotor yaw angle at t = 0s is not optimized
and is set to 0 degrees to ensure a smooth transition as it begins to change. This setup results
in the control sequence for one turbine having 72 optimization variables, leading to a total of
144 optimization variables for the two-turbine floating wind farm.

It should be noted that the study in this chapter concentrates on the rotor yaw angle as the
control degree of freedom. The axial induction factor at each time point is not optimized and
is kept constant at 0.33.

Constraints: Two types of constraints are imposed on the control inputs: the upper and
lower bounds of the control inputs, and the maximum rate of change of the control inputs.
The latter constraint is due to the limited ability of the yaw mechanism to rapidly follow
changes. These constraints can be expressed as:

γi,m < upper bound
γi,m > lower bound
γi,m+1 − γi,m < ∆γmax · ∆tγ

γi,m − γi,m+1 < ∆γmax · ∆tγ

where γi,m represents the mth rotor yaw angle in the control sequence for turbine i, ∆γmax
is the maximum yaw angle changing rate in units of deg/s, and ∆tγ is the interval between
each adjacent optimization variable. Here the upper bound is set to be 40 degrees, the lower
bound is −40 degrees, ∆γmax is set to be 0.3 deg/s [97], and ∆tγ = 25s.

Initial Guesses: Due to the nonlinear nature of the optimization problem and unknown
convexity, the choice of an initial guess is crucial for convergence speed and finding the global
optimum. Three approaches were considered: zero initialization, intuitive values, and multi-
start. For this study, we employed the second approach, setting initial guesses based on
intuitive values aligned with the problem context. Specifically, optimization variables for the
upstream turbine were set to +10 degrees and for the downstream turbine to -10 degrees,
based on the hypothesis that this arrangement would create distance between the turbines in
the crosswind direction.

Optimization Algorithms: The fmincon function in MATLAB provides various opti-
mization algorithms, such as the interior point, trust region-reflective, sequential quadratic
programming (SQP), and active set methods. According to MATLAB’s recommendation, the
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interior point method is primarily used. However, since the interior point method is designed
for convex problems, it may only reach local minima if it’s used on non-convex problems.
Thus, SQP is also employed to compare its optimization results with those obtained using
the interior point method to determine if there are differences. Experimental results during
this study indicate that both SQP and the interior point method yield nearly identical optimal
control sequences, with no significant difference in convergence time. Therefore, the interior
point method is chosen as the optimization method for this study. For stopping criteria, both
step tolerance of 1 × 10−3 and optimality tolerance of 1 × 10−2 are set.

Wind Field Setting: The wind conditions are set at a wind speed of 8.2 m/s, which lies in
the below-rated region for the chosen NREL 5MW turbine. The wind direction is 0 degrees,
blowing from due west to due east.

3-2 Optimized Results and Initial Observations

This section demonstrates the enhancement of energy production after optimization under
various mooring line stiffness, the optimal sequence for rotor yaw angles, and the trajectories
of the turbines in crosswind directions. The motivation for studying the impact of different
mooring line stiffness on optimization results stems from the role of mooring lines in turbine
platform stabilization. In floating wind turbine systems, mooring lines are designed to main-
tain the stability of the wind turbine. Therefore, tighter mooring line settings can reduce the
burden on turbine stabilization tasks. However, for turbine repositioning, tighter mooring
lines may decrease the effectiveness of wake mitigation due to the reduced movable range of
the floating turbine. Motivated by this, the study investigates the effects of various mooring
line stiffness settings on optimization results.

In this study, the mooring line stiffness is altered by changing the horizontal anchor-fairlead
distance at the turbine’s neutral position while keeping the mooring line length constant.
Nine different distances, ranging from 717 m to 797 m in intervals of 10 m, are selected for
optimization. Note that a larger horizontal anchor-fairlead distance implies greater stiffness,
indicating a tighter mooring line setting.

In Figure 3-1, the average power output over an 1800-second optimization horizon across
different anchor points is plotted. The average power output is calculated by dividing the
accumulated energy production in megajoules by the optimization horizon in seconds. It can
be observed that the farther the anchor is placed from the turbine’s neutral position, the
smaller the energy production increase that can be achieved through optimization.

In addition, the average power outputs for the no control cases are also plotted in Figure 3-
1. Here, “no control” refers to the condition where the rotor yaw angles of both turbines
continuously align with the wind direction. The dashed line represents the power output
of the no control case with fixed-bottom turbines. Since the position of the turbines does
not change in this scenario, their power output remains constant at 3.178 MW regardless
of changes in the anchor point. The solid line with triangle markers represents the power
output for the no control case with floating turbines. It can be observed that as the anchor
point is positioned further away, this value gradually increases and approaches 3.178 MW,
the power output of the no control case for fixed-bottom turbines. This is because the more
slack the mooring line, the greater the range of movement allowed, enabling the upstream
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Figure 3-1: The solid cyan line with circle markers shows the total average power output after the
optimization. It can be observed that as the mooring line gets tighter, the resulting total average
power output enhancement through optimization becomes weaker. Additionally, the total average
power outputs for two no-control cases, one based on a floating wind farm and one based on a
fixed-bottom wind farm, are plotted using a ruby solid line and a yellow dashed line, respectively.

turbine to shift further in the downwind direction under steady conditions. This, in turn,
slightly reduces the distance between the two turbines in the downwind direction, resulting
in lower wind speeds faced by the downstream turbine and thus a lower overall power output
compared to settings with tighter mooring lines.

We now turn to the examination of the optimal control sequences. When the mooring line
is relatively slack, the optimal control sequences, shown in Figure 3-2a, are in line with
the intuitive expectation. After a brief period of transient behavior at the beginning, the
optimized rotor yaw angles of the upstream and downstream turbines each stabilize at a
constant value, with opposite signs. These control sequences result in relocating the upstream
turbine to a new position in the -y direction while steering the downstream turbine to a new
steady-state position in the +y direction. The complete crosswind direction trajectories of
the turbines can be found in Figure 3-4a. Since the optimization results under the relatively
slack mooring line settings tend to reposition the turbines to a stationary position over time,
we refer to this outcome as static repositioning. Comparing the optimal yaw sequences for
the 717m, 727m, and 737m cases in Figure 3-2a, it can be observed that in steady-state
conditions, the tighter the mooring line, the greater the yaw misalignment. This is because
a larger mooring line force requires a greater aerodynamic thrust force to achieve a balance
of forces while maintaining a certain distance between the two turbines in the crosswind
direction.

For a more intuitive understanding of how this static repositioning works, a snapshot at
t = 400s from the animation portraying the optimization result for the 737m case is shown
in Figure 3-3. Additionally, the movement trajectories of the turbines over the first 400
seconds are depicted using color-coded lines, with the same color indicating the positions of
the turbines at the same time step. The positions marked in red represent the initial locations
of the turbines, while the positions marked in dark navy blue indicate the new positions to
which the turbines are repositioned at t = 400 seconds.
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Figure 3-2: Optimal Control Sequences under Different Horizontal Anchor-Fairlead Distances at
the Turbine’s Neutral Position

Next, we observe the shape of the optimal control sequence when the mooring line becomes
tighter. Here we examine the 757m, 767m, and 777m cases, as shown in Figure 3-2b, c and
d. An interesting phenomenon occurs: the optimal control trajectories under these mooring
line settings exhibit periodicity, despite the fact that the wind conditions remain constant
and the initial guesses contain no additional frequencies. For now, let us examine the 767m
case to understand how the optimized control sequences influence the turbines’ trajectories in
the crosswind direction. As depicted in Figure 3-4b, the quasi-sinusoidal control inputs from
Figure 3-2c result in both turbines moving in a sinusoidal pattern in the crosswind direction.
Due to the fact that the turbines are repositioned in a dynamic manner, we refer to this type
of optimized result as dynamic repositioning.

This oscillating behavior in the crosswind direction indicates that the wake of the upstream
turbine periodically sweeps over the downstream turbine, which might seem counter-intuitive
considering the basic idea is to keep the downstream turbine as far away from the wake as
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Figure 3-3: A visualization for the static repositioning. The movement trajectories from t = 0
seconds to t = 400 seconds for two turbines are shown using the rainbow-colored lines. The
positions marked in red represent the initial locations of the turbines, while the positions marked
in dark navy blue indicate the new positions to which the turbines are repositioned at t = 400
seconds. Additionally, the background shows the effective wind speed at t = 400 seconds.
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Figure 3-4: Two Patterns from Optimization Across Different Mooring Stiffness

possible. However, in fact, such a dynamic repositioning approach is reasonable. This is be-
cause for floating wind farms with tight mooring lines, merely considering static repositioning
results in a limited movable range for the turbines, which is insufficient to effectively allow
downstream turbines to avoid the wake of upstream turbines. In other words, it is not feasible
to ensure that downstream turbines continuously benefit from high wind speeds.

However, when considering that turbines have a certain speed and the mooring line acts like a
spring, the moving turbines can travel to farther positions, even if they cannot statically stay
at those positions because they will be pulled back by the mooring line. The control concept
of dynamic repositioning leverages this increased movable range provided by the moving
turbines, allowing downstream turbines to periodically and intermittently benefit from high
wind speeds, thereby enhancing the overall energy production of the wind farm.
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3-3 Summary

In this chapter, the optimization provides us with the following information regarding the
optimal control signals: for wind farms with relatively slack mooring lines, the optimal control
signals follow the concept of static repositioning; for wind farms with relatively tight mooring
lines, the optimal control signals follow the concept of dynamic repositioning.

This insight leads to the subsequent research question of this study: whether dynamic reposi-
tioning can bring higher energy production gains to wind farms with relatively slack mooring
lines, and conversely, whether static repositioning can bring higher energy production gains
to wind farms with relatively tight mooring lines. The next chapter investigates the shapes
of the optimal control sequences under these two control strategies in detail and provides
answers through grid-search-based optimization approaches.
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Chapter 4

Static and Dynamic Repositioning: A
Comprehensive Analysis

This chapter builds on the findings of Chapter 3, providing an in-depth analysis of the control
signal shapes for both static repositioning and dynamic repositioning control strategies.

4-1 Static Repositioning

In this section, the control strategy of static repositioning is thoroughly investigated. The
goal of this section is to determine whether applying this static repositioning strategy to wind
farms with tight mooring lines can result in higher energy production gains. Section 4-1-1
analyzed the composition of the optimal control sequences under static repositioning and
provided the analytic expression for control sequences that enable wind farms to undergo
static repositioning. Section 4-1-2 uses a grid search to obtain the optimal control signals for
each mooring line stiffness setting and the resulting energy production gains. Section 4-1-3
compared the results from the grid search with those obtained using fmincon in Chapter 3,
and discussed the implications of static repositioning.

4-1-1 Derivation of the Analytical Expression for Control Sequences

From Figure 4-1, it can be observed that the optimal control sequences consist of three phases:
an initial transient phase, a steady-state middle phase, and a final transient phase.

From the optimizer’s perspective, this optimization result, which includes two transient phases
and one steady-state phase, corresponds to the turnpike effect in the field of optimal control
[94, 40, 29]. The turnpike describes a situation where the optimal trajectory of a dynamic sys-
tem spends most of the time near a certain steady-state path (metaphorically like a turnpike
road in reality).
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Figure 4-1: Optimal control sequences for the 737 m case, demonstrating static repositioning.

For a long optimization horizon, the optimal control strategy often spends a significant portion
of the time near a steady-state solution, because this state minimizes the integral cost over
a long period, in our case, the accumulated energy production calculated by (3-1). This
corresponds to the middle phase where the control inputs stabilize to maintain efficient system
performance over time. In Lars Grüne’s article [40], the turnpike in economic receding horizon
control without terminal constraints is systematically and mathematically discussed. The
study points out that as the receding horizon grows, the approximate optimal performance
can converge to the exact optimal performance exponentially fast. This implies that the
middle steady-state phase of the optimal control sequence obtained when the receding horizon
is sufficiently long is of significant reference value.

The existence of the two transient phases is explained here. At the beginning of the control
sequence, the system is not at the optimal steady-state and needs to adjust quickly from
its initial states to approach the optimal steady-state path. This phase accounts for the
transient behavior at the start. As the optimization horizon progresses, the remaining time
yet to be optimized decreases. This change in the time horizon affects the relative importance
of immediate versus long-term costs. Near the end of the horizon, the system’s focus shifts
toward minimizing short-term costs because the benefit of maintaining the long-term steady-
state diminishes. As a result, the system’s control strategy adapts to prioritize immediate
gains over long-term steady-state benefits, even in the absence of terminal constraints. In
other words, the final transient phase arises from the settings of the optimal control problem’s
running costs, terminal cost, and terminal constraints. It is a byproduct from a purely
mathematical perspective of attempting to obtain infinite horizon optimization results using
finite horizon optimization.

As a result, in this study, considering the turnpike effect, the two transient phases are omitted
from the analysis, and only the middle steady-state phase is focused on. Therefore, under
static repositioning, the control sequences for the two turbines are described by the following
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analytical expression:

uStatic,T0(t) = γ0 (4-1)
uStatic,T1(t) = γ1 (4-2)

where γ0 represents the constant rotor yaw angle for the upstream turbine T0, and γ1 repre-
sents the constant rotor yaw angle for the downstream turbine T1.

4-1-2 Optimal Value Determination for Control Sequence Parameters

This section investigates whether enforcing static repositioning on wind farms with tight
mooring lines would bring higher energy production increase. By applying the control signals
defined in (4-1) and (4-2), which adjust the rotor yaw angles of the upstream and downstream
turbines based on γ0 and γ1, we transform the problem into a two-variable optimization.

A grid search on the two parameters will provide insight into the optimization surfaces and
identify the control signal pair (γ∗

0 , γ∗
1) that maximizes the total power output for the two-

turbine wind farm. Grid search is a gradient-free optimization method that explores the
solution space without relying on gradient information. This makes it particularly robust for
non-convex functions, as it is less likely to get trapped in local minima compared to gradient-
based methods. Additionally, grid search is simple to implement and interpret, allowing for
clear visualization of the relationship between the variables. It is worth noting that the
computational expense increases with the density of grid points. However, in this study, this
limitation is not particularly pronounced.

Here, a 2D mesh grid with an interval of 5 degrees, ranging from -40 to +40 degrees, is laid
out with the rotor yaw angle of T0 as the x-axis and that of T1 as the y-axis. The coordinates
of each grid point are used as constant rotor yaw angles γ0 and γ1 fed into the system, and
each simulation is run for 3500 seconds. This simulation duration is chosen to ensure that
the turbines are re-positioned to the new position and have reached the corresponding steady
state in terms of the floater’s dynamics. The total power output of the wind farm, evaluated
from each grid point, is taken as the value, and the contour of the entire mesh grid is shown
in Figure 4-2.

4-1-3 Discussion

To facilitate comparison, each sub-figure uses the same color bar, as shown at the top of
Figure 4-2. Firstly, it can be observed that when the mooring line is relatively slack (i.e.,
Figure 4-2a, b and c), there are maxima in both the first and third quadrants, marked by
white asterisks (∗). For instance, for the 737m case, the coordinates of the two maxima are
(+10, -25) and (-10, +25). This is due to the symmetry of the two-turbine floating wind
farm. The results brought by these two maxima are that T0 is positioned negatively and T1
positively in the crosswind direction, and vice versa. Although these are two different layouts,
the resulting energy production increase is equivalent.

Secondly, it can be observed that as the mooring line becomes tighter, the two maxima grad-
ually fade and eventually disappear, converging into a single maximum at (0, 0), indicating
that no yaw misalignment is the optimal behavior for the wind turbines. In Figure 4-3a, the
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Figure 4-2: Grid Search Evaluation for Different Mooring Stiffness
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Figure 4-3: (a) Wind speed reduction at T1 and crosswind distance between two turbines across
different mooring line stiffnesses. (b) Optimal average power output under static repositioning
using grid search, shown with a ruby line and triangle markers. For comparison, results obtained
using fmincon from Chapter 3 are also plotted, shown with a cyan line and circle markers.
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wind speed reduction due to the upstream wake on T1 and the separation distance between
the two turbines in the crosswind direction are presented. Among these, the 757m case serves
as a typical example. Taking the maximum point in the first quadrant of Figure 4-2d as an
example, the optimal yaw misalignment of the two turbines creates approximately 42 meters
of spacing between them in the crosswind direction. This optimal adjustment reduces the
wind speed reduction at T1 caused by T0’s wake from 34.52% to 30.64%, thereby providing
T1 with a higher wind speed. However, despite these efforts, for this case, the efforts made by
both rotors’ yawing barely bring any overall power output increase, as shown in Figure 4-3b.
Further, as the mooring gets even tighter, if only static repositioning is allowed, the optimal
rotor yaw angles fall back to both rotors having no misalignment.

It must be acknowledged that in cases with tight mooring lines, such as the 787m case, whether
T0’s rotor misaligns also depends on the downwind distance between the two turbines’ neutral
positions. In this study, a 5D spacing is set. For this specific setting, the best choice is for
T0 not to misalign at all. However, when the downwind distance between the two turbines’
neutral positions is greater, yaw-based wake redirection might be activated. This scenario
would manifest as the upstream wake being redirected using yaw misalignment, even though
the two turbines cannot be repositioned much due to a very tight mooring line setting.

Finally, a comparison is made between the optimal performance of static repositioning and
the optimization results from fmincon, as shown in Figure 4-3b. This comparison addresses
the previously posed question of whether the static repositioning control strategy can yield
higher energy production gains compared to dynamic repositioning for wind farms with tight
mooring lines. The findings indicate that it does not.

In summary, as the mooring line tightens, the turbine’s movable range becomes smaller.
Simultaneously, due to the fact that yaw misalignment sacrifices the turbine’s own power
output, the optimal behavior of the wind farm under static repositioning gradually evolves
from T0’s wake just avoiding T1’s rotor to T0’s wake completely shadowing T1.

4-2 Dynamic Repositioning

In this section, the control strategy of dynamic repositioning is investigated. The goal of
this section is to determine whether applying this dynamic repositioning strategy to wind
farms with slack mooring lines can result in higher energy production gains. Section 4-2-1
extracted the dominant frequency domain information of the optimal control sequences under
dynamic repositioning using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Based on this, six parameters
were selected to construct the analytic expression for control sequences that enable the wind
farm to undergo dynamic repositioning. Section 4-2-2 proposed an optimization method
combining block coordinate descent and grid search to find the optimal values of these six
parameters, thereby obtaining the optimal control signals for wind farms with any mooring
line stiffness.

4-2-1 Derivation of the Analytical Expression for Control Sequences

To enforce dynamic repositioning behavior on wind farms with any mooring line stiffness, it
is only necessary to prescribe the control sequence that each rotor yaw angle should follow.
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Figure 4-4: Optimal Control Sequences for the 767 m Case
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Figure 4-5: The magnitude and phase spectra of the optimal control sequences (767 m)
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This section selects six parameters to describe the shape of the optimal control sequences
under dynamic repositioning. The definition of these six parameters and the reasons for their
selection will be explained below, using the 767 m case as an example.

Observing Figure 4-4, it can be seen that the optimal control sequence for the upstream
turbine T0 contains a fundamental signal with harmonic component(s), while the optimal
control sequence for the downstream turbine T1 can be described by a single-frequency sine
wave. This observation suggests that the shape of the entire control sequence can be described
using a linear combination of sine waves. To extract this frequency-domain information, Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) was performed on both optimal control sequences, with the results
shown in Figure 4-5. For those interested, the FFT results for other mooring line stiffness
cases are shown in Appendix Section A-1.

Observing the upper panel of Figure 4-5a, it can be seen that the magnitude spectrum of the
optimal control sequence for the upstream turbine T0 contains two spikes, indicating that the
control sequence for T0 is dominated by two frequency signals. The frequency corresponding
to the second spike, 0.0408 rad/s, is approximately three times that of the first spike, 0.0136
rad/s. Therefore, the frequency corresponding to the first spike is referred to as the funda-
mental frequency, denoted by ω1, while the frequency corresponding to the second spike is
referred to as the third harmonic, denoted by ω3. Observing the lower panel of Figure 4-5a,
it can be seen that there is a phase difference between the ω1 and ω3 signals. Hence, this
phase difference is selected as another parameter in describing the optimal control sequences,
denoted by ∆ϕ3.

Furthermore, by examining the magnitude spectrum of the optimal control sequence for the
downstream turbine T1 in Figure 4-5b, it can be observed that this signal is dominated by a
single frequency, which matches the fundamental frequency of the optimal control sequence
for the upstream turbine. However, despite the upstream and downstream turbines sharing
the same fundamental frequency, there is a phase difference according to the phase spectra.
Hence, this phase difference between the two fundamental frequency signals is selected as
another parameter in describing the optimal control sequences, denoted by ∆ϕ1.

To summarize, the following six parameters are selected to describe the control sequences
that enforce dynamic repositioning of the wind farm:

 ∆ϕ1 ω1
A1,T0 A1,T1

A3,T0 ∆ϕ3


where A1,T0 is the amplitude of the fundamental component of the control sequence for the
upstream turbine T0, A3,T0 is the amplitude of the third harmonic component of the control
sequence for the upstream turbine T0, and A1,T1 is the amplitude of the fundamental com-
ponent of the control sequence for the downstream turbine T1. Consequently, the control
sequences for dynamic repositioning can be represented by the following analytic expressions:

uDyn,T0(t) = A1,T0 sin(ω1t) + A3,T0 sin(3ω1t + ∆ϕ3) (4-3)
uDyn,T1(t) = A1,T1 sin(ω1t + ∆ϕ1) (4-4)
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4-2-2 Optimal Value Determination for Control Sequence Parameters

In the previous section, we identified six parameters to describe the control sequences that
enforce the wind farm to undergo dynamic repositioning. The next step is to determine the
optimal values of these parameters to obtain the optimal control sequences for each given
mooring line stiffness. Consequently, an optimization method combining block coordinate
descent and grid search is proposed.

The specific steps of this optimization approach are shown in Figure 4-6, and explained as
follows:

Grid Search
∆ϕ1 , ω1

A1,T0 , A1,T1

A3,T0 , ∆ϕ3

fixed

Grid Search
A1,T0 , A1,T1

(∆ϕ∗1, ω
∗
1)

A3,T0 , ∆ϕ3

fixed

Grid Search
A3,T0 , ∆ϕ3

(∆ϕ∗1, ω
∗
1)

(A∗
1,T0

, A∗
1,T1

)

∆ϕ∗1 , ω∗1
∆ϕ∗1 , ω∗1
A∗
1,T0

, A∗
1,T1

∆ϕ∗1 , ω∗1
A∗
1,T0

, A∗
1,T1

A∗
3,T0

, ∆ϕ∗3

iterate if necessary

Figure 4-6: This figure illustrates the optimization strategy combining block coordinate descent
with grid search used in each block. Each block represents a stage in the optimization process
where specific parameters are fixed and others are optimized through grid search.

1. The six optimization parameters are grouped by priority. The parameters are grouped
as follows:

• Group 1: Phase difference ∆ϕ1 and fundamental frequency ω1.
• Group 2: Amplitude A1,T0 and A1,T1 .
• Group 3: Phase difference ∆ϕ3 and amplitude A3,T0 .

2. The values of the parameters in Groups 2 and 3 are fixed at initial values, and a grid
search is used to find the current optimal values of the two parameters in Group 1, ∆ϕ∗

1
and ω∗

1.

3. Using ∆ϕ∗
1 and ω∗

1, a grid search is conducted to find the optimal values of the parameters
in Group 2, A∗

1,T0
and A∗

1,T1
, while keeping the parameters in Group 3 fixed.

4. Using the optimal values of the first four parameters, a grid search is performed to find
the optimal values of the parameters in Group 3, A∗

3,T0
and ∆ϕ∗

3.

5. If necessary, repeat the process starting from step 2.

The rationale for the grouping is explained as follows. ∆ϕ1 coordinates the relationship
between the upstream and downstream turbines, ensuring that the upstream wake sweeps
across the downstream turbine at the highest relative speed. Without the precise coordination
provided by ∆ϕ1, other parameters cannot fundamentally bring about an increase in overall
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energy production, making it the most critical parameter. The fundamental frequency ω1
exploits the floater’s frequency response characteristics to minimize the overlap time between
the upstream wake and the downstream rotor. This will be elaborated in detail in Section 4-3-
1. Hence, these two parameters are prioritized for optimization. A1,T0 and A1,T1 are the next
two parameters that determine the maximum speed at which the upstream wake sweeps across
the downstream turbine. Experiments have shown that the contribution of the fundamental
frequency component to energy production enhancement is significant compared with the
third harmonic component under dynamic repositioning. Therefore, these two parameters
related to the fundamental frequency are optimized next. Finally, ∆ϕ3 and amplitude A3,T0

are optimized.

To better illustrate the proposed optimization approach, the 767m case is used as an example.
The process is carried out in three main stages as described below:

Optimization of ∆ϕ1 and ω1: The search range for ω1 is chosen to be between 0.01
to 0.02 rad/s, with an interval of 0.001 rad/s. The rationale for selecting this searching
range is based on a key finding of this research: the optimal fundamental frequency ω∗

1 is
located near the natural frequency of the floater’s dynamics in the y-direction. For the 767m
setting, this natural frequency is estimated to be 0.0132 rad/s. Therefore, the search range of
0.01 to 0.02 rad/s is chosen for the optimal fundamental frequency. The detailed relationship
between the optimal fundamental frequency and the floater dynamics will be discussed in
Section 4-3-1, and the calculation process for estimating the natural frequency of 0.0132 rad/s
for the 767m setting will also be mentioned. Additionally, the search range for ∆ϕ1 spans
from π/2 to 3π/2 with an interval of π/12. Meanwhile, the other four parameters are fixed
at:

[A1,T0 , A1,T1 , A3,T0 , ∆ϕ3] = [15, 15, 0, 0]

The grid search result for this step is shown in the left plot of Figure 4-7.

Optimization of A1,T0 and A1,T1: With the optimized values for ω1 and ∆ϕ1, the second
round of grid search for A1,T0 and A1,T1 is performed by fixing:

[∆ϕ1, ω1, A3,T0 , ∆ϕ3] = [2.62, 0.014, 0, 0]

The searching range for these two parameters is set to be [0, 50]. The result for this round
of grid search is shown in the middle plot of Figure 4-7, indicating that the optimized values
are:

[A∗
1,T0 , A∗

1,T1 ] = [10, 20]

Optimization of A3,T0 and ∆ϕ3: In the third round of grid search, all four previously
optimized parameters are utilized to find A3,T0 and ∆ϕ3. The search range for A3,T0 is set to
[0, 30], and the range for ∆ϕ3 is set to [−π, π]. The result is shown in the right plot of Figure
4-7.

It should be noted that after completing these three optimization steps, further iterations
can be carried out to obtain more optimal parameters. However, additional iterations im-
plemented in the course of this study indicates that further iterations contributed negligibly
to performance improvement. The most significant enhancements were observed in the first
iteration.
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Figure 4-7: These three subfigures illustrate the grid search results for three groups of parameters
for the 767m case, presented as contour plots. The optimal value for each parameter is indicated,
and the overall average power output up to this step can be found in the top right corner of each
subfigure, with units in MW.

In summary, the initial values and the optimized values for the parameters after the first
iteration are shown below:

 ∆ϕ1 ω1
A1,T0 A1,T1

A3,T0 ∆ϕ3

 =

 ∗ ∗
15 15
0 0

 −→

 2.618 0.014
10 20
10 −0.5236



Utilizing the optimized parameters, the optimal control sequences derived from this sequential
grid search approach can be reconstructed, as depicted by the dashed lines in Figure 4-8a.
It is evident that the sequential grid search yields results that are nearly identical to those
obtained using fmincon.

4-2-3 Results and Discussion

This proposed grid search optimization procedure was performed for all mooring line stiff-
ness, and the resulting average power outputs are illustrated in Figure 4-9, marked with
triangle markers. Additionally, the curves from Figure 4-3b are overlaid here for comparison
purposes. Two observations can be made from this comparison. Firstly, the grid search con-
firms that fmincon successfully finds the global optimum for achieving higher power outputs
for each mooring line stiffness. Secondly, for wind farms with slack mooring lines, dynamic
repositioning does not achieve superior power enhancement compared to static repositioning.
This is because, in enforcing dynamic repositioning, we indirectly force the upstream wake to
periodically sweep across the downstream turbine. However, in slack mooring settings, the
downstream turbine is allowed to consistently avoid the upstream wake effectively. Hence,
under dynamic repositioning, the unavoidable foreign shadow cast on the downstream turbine
prevents it from outperforming static repositioning.
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Figure 4-8: In (a), the optimal control sequence obtained from fmincon is re-plotted. Three
parameters to be optimized are annotated: the fundamental frequency ω1, the phase difference
of the fundamental frequency component between the optimal control sequences of T0 and T1
∆ϕ1, and the amplitude of the optimal control sequence of T1 A1,T1 . In (b), the optimal control
sequence of T0 from (a) can be represented as the superposition of its ω1 component and ω3
component. Another two parameters to be optimized are annotated: the amplitude of the ω1
component of T0 A1,T0 , and the amplitude of the ω3 component of T0 A3,T0 .
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Figure 4-9: Comparison of optimized average power output results using fmincon, static reposi-
tioning grid search, and dynamic repositioning grid search. This figure illustrates that the results
from fmincon reflect the superior power enhancement mode between static and dynamic reposi-
tioning. The dashed line at the bottom represents the no-control scenario for baseline comparison.

4-3 Analysis of Fundamental and Harmonic Components in Control
Sequences

4-3-1 Fundamental Frequency Component

To identify the relationship between the fundamental frequency contained in the optimal
control sequences and the floating wind turbine system, we now look into the floater model.
Eq. (4-5) describes the floater model.

{
mp̈x = Fmooring,x(px, py) − Fhydro,x(vx, vy) + Faero,x(vx, vy, Ueff, γ)
mp̈y = Fmooring,y(px, py) − Fhydro,y(vx, vy) + Faero,y(vx, vy, Ueff, γ)

(4-5)

where m stands for the summation of mturbine the mass of the turbine and madded the added
mass.

Figure 4-10: Illustration of the Floater Model: (a) 2D Model of the Floater, (b) Simplified Model
Focusing on the Crosswind Direction, (c) Equivalent Simplified Model.
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The mooring line force depends on the position of the floating turbine (px, py), essentially
acting as a spring; the hydrodynamic drag force depends on the moving speed of the floating
turbine (vx, vy), essentially acting as a damper; the aerodynamic thrust force depends on the
moving speed of the floating turbine (vx, vy), the effective wind speed Ueff faced by the turbine,
and the rotor yaw angle γ, essentially acting as an indirect input to the system, with the rotor
yaw angle γ as the actual control input. Therefore, the entire system, connected by three
mooring lines in a Y-shape as illustrated in Figure 4-10(a), is a nonlinear mass-spring-damper
system. Furthermore, the system equations can be expanded and written as follows:


mp̈x = kx(px)px − (c

√
v2

x + v2
y)vx + Faero,x(vx, vy, Ueff , γ)

mp̈y = ky(py)py − (c
√

v2
x + v2

y)vy + Faero,y(vx, vy, Ueff , γ)
(4-6)

where c represents all the relevant constants in the hydrodynamic drag force.
An intuitive explanation of ky(py) is provided here. Comparing the distance between the
anchor of mooring line 1 and the neutral position (>700m) with the turbine’s movement
range in the y-direction (<40m), the effect of mooring line 1 on the turbine’s movement in
the y-direction can be considered negligible due to their difference being more than an order
of magnitude. Therefore, the mooring line force acting on the turbine in the y-direction can
be considered primarily from the y-components of the forces from mooring line 2 and mooring
line 3. This means that, focusing solely on the y-direction movement, it can be regarded as
the turbine being connected in series with two springs, one above with stiffness k2,y(py) and
one below with stiffness k3,y(py), as illustrated in Figure 4-10(b). Further, the mooring lines
can be simplified to an equivalent spring with stiffness ky(py), as illustrated in Figure 4-10(c).
To further simplify the system, we consider the movement range of the floating turbine.
Taking the 767m case as an example, Figure 4-11 shows the position and velocity trajectories
of the upstream turbine T0 under the optimal control sequence as shown in Figure 4-4.
Firstly, it is observed that when the turbine is being dynamically repositioned, the position of
the turbine in the x-direction remains almost constant at 45.5 m, i.e., vx ≈ 0 m/s. Therefore,
for dynamic repositioning, (4-6) can be simplified to the following equation:

mp̈y = ky(py)py − c|vy|vy + Faero,y(vy, Ueff, γ) (4-7)

where the equivalent stiffness ky(py) is plotted in Figure 4-12.
Secondly, it is observed that vy fluctuates around ±0.5 m/s, which is negligible compared to
the effective wind speed Ueff = 8.2 m/s experienced by an unwaked turbine. Therefore, for
an unwaked floating wind turbine, the aerodynamic thrust term in (4-7) can be simplified to
depend only on the rotor yaw angle γ, i.e., Faero,y(γ).
Next, we examine the relationship between the rotor yaw angle and the aerodynamic thrust
force, as shown in Figure 4-13. It can be observed that, although their relationship is not
strictly linear, it can be approximated by a linear function. Therefore, the term Faero,y(γ)
can be approximated as Faero,y(γ) ≈ Kaeroγ. As a result, the dynamics of the floater during
dynamic repositioning can be characterized by the following equation:

mp̈y = ky(py)py − c|ṗy|ṗy + Kaeroγ (4-8)
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Figure 4-11: Optimized position and velocity trajectories of the upstream turbine T0 for the 767
m case. It can be seen that the position in the downwind direction (x direction) remains almost
constant at 45.5 m, while the velocity in the downwind direction is nearly 0 m/s. In contrast, the
position and velocity in the crosswind direction (y direction) exhibit periodic variations.
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Figure 4-12: Relationship between
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At this point, we can see that (4-8) is very close to the expression for a linear mass-spring-
damper system, with the exception of two nonlinear components, ky(py) and c|ṗy|. The next
step is to examine the degree of non-linearity of these two components by observing the
frequency domain response of the linear model at different operating points.

From Figure 4-11, three typical operating points are selected:

px py ṗx ṗy

Operating Point 1 45.5 39.27 0 -0.03
Operating Point 2 45.5 -0.37 0 0.49
Operating Point 3 45.5 -38.12 0 0.19

Table 4-1: Selected operating points for linearization.

Operating Point 1 is selected as it corresponds to the maximum position in the y-direction.
Operating Point 2 is chosen because it represents the maximum velocity in the y-direction.
Operating Point 3 is chosen as it represents an intermediate velocity in the y-direction.

The Bode diagrams (from γ to py) of the linearized models at the selected operating points
are shown in Figure 4-14a. Additionally, the two dominant frequencies ω1 and ω3 contained
in the optimal control sequence for the upstream turbine T0 rotor yaw angle are also marked.
Similarly, the Bode diagrams (from γ to vy) of the linearized models at the selected operating
points are shown in Figure 4-14b.

Comparing the three sets of Bode diagrams in Figure 4-14a, it can be seen that the natural
frequency of the ruby system is the lowest, the natural frequency of the yellow system is
intermediate, and the natural frequency of the cyan system is the highest. This is because
the ruby system operates around the point with the smallest displacement in the y-direction,
resulting in the smallest equivalent stiffness ky, as shown in Figure 4-12. Consequently, its
natural frequency ωn =

√
ky/m is the lowest. In terms of the system damping, it is the

opposite. The ruby system has the highest damping, the yellow system has intermediate
damping, and the cyan system has the lowest damping. This is because the ruby system
operates around the point with the highest velocity, resulting in the largest equivalent damping
coefficient c|ṗy|.

Observing Figure 4-14, the non-linearity of the system during dynamic repositioning can be
described by the area enveloped by the cyan Bode and the ruby Bode. Thus, from a macro
perspective, despite the nonlinear components it contains, the system as a whole exhibits
the characteristics of a linear mass-spring-damper system, with only slight differences in the
mid-frequency range.

By comparing the fundamental frequency ω1 = 0.0136 rad/s extracted from the optimal con-
trol sequence with the frequency characteristics of this quasi-linear mass-spring-damper sys-
tem, it can be observed that ω1 is close to but slightly lower than the system’s natural
frequency. This explains why the optimal control sequence provided by fmincon contains this
frequency component: the optimizer identified this characteristic frequency of the floater’s
dynamics and exploited it to provide the maximum total power output for the wind farm.

For those interested, the same procedure was applied to other mooring line stiffness settings,
and the resultant Bode diagrams can be found in Appendix Section A-2.
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Figure 4-14: Bode diagrams of the linearized model at the chosen three operating points for the
767 m case. The two dominating frequencies from the optimized control sequence are overlaid,
indicated by vertical dashed lines at ω1 = 0.0136 rad/s and ω3 = 0.0408 rad/s.
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Next, an explanation will be provided from two perspectives to elucidate why a fundamental
frequency close to the system’s natural frequency can lead to a decent energy production gain
for the wind farm.

• From the perspective of the turbine’s displacement in the y-direction, we aim to achieve
the largest possible displacement using rotor yaw misalignment. Based on this moti-
vation, observing Figure 4-14a, if the control signal for the rotor yaw angle contains a
frequency close to the system’s natural frequency, it can fully exploit the system’s char-
acteristics. This allows for significant displacement in the y-direction with a relatively
small rotor yaw misalignment.

• Due to the inherent nature of dynamic repositioning, which forces the upstream wake
to periodically sweep across the downstream rotor, we aim to minimize the overlapping
duration. Since the movement of the upstream wake at the downstream turbine is
caused by the movement of the upstream turbine, we focus on the effect of the rotor
yaw angle on the speed of the upstream turbine. Observing Figure 4-14b, it is evident
that only when the control signal includes a frequency close to the system’s natural
frequency can the turbine’s speed be effectively amplified, allowing the upstream wake
to quickly sweep across the downstream rotor.

Here, we provide additional details regarding the search range for ω1 set in Section 4-2-2.
Utilizing the fact that the optimal fundamental frequency ω∗

1 is close to the natural frequency
of the floater’s dynamics in the crosswind direction ωn, the search range for ω∗

1 can be based
on the estimated ωn. For the 767m case, from Figure 4-12, the equivalent stiffness ky in
the y-direction is taken as 4000 N/m. Using m = mturbine + madded = 22, 800, 000 kg, we
can then determine that the optimal fundamental frequency ω∗

1 is near ωn =
√

ky/m =√
4000/22800000 ≈ 0.0132 rad/s.

In summary, under dynamic repositioning, the floater’s dynamics exhibit the characteristics of
a quasi-linear mass-spring-damper system. The fundamental frequency in the optimal control
signal is close to the natural frequency of this quasi-linear mass-spring-damper system.
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4-3-2 Third Harmonic Component

In Figure 4-14a, it can be observed that the third harmonic ω3, falls within the high-frequency
range of the system. This indicates that the influence of the ω3 component on the turbine’s
y-direction position is attenuated by the system. It can be observed that the system’s gain
for ω1 is approximately 40 dB, whereas that for ω3 is 20 dB, indicating a tenfold relationship
when converted back to the original dimensions. This suggests that the role of ω3 is not
strongly related to turbine repositioning.

Since changing the rotor yaw angle either alters the turbine position or steers the wake within
the scope of this study, it infers that the third harmonic component ω3 is involved in wake
steering. To validate this hypothesis, we conduct a quantitative study of the impact of the
third harmonic and present a visual demonstration.

By plugging the optimized six parameters into (4-3), the control input signal for the upstream
turbine contains both the fundamental and third harmonic components. If the two parameters
related to the third harmonic component, ∆ϕ3 and A3,T0 , are artificially set to zero, the up-
stream turbine will receive a control input signal containing only the fundamental component.
This approach allows us to visually examine the influence of the two control input signals on
the turbine’s position in the y-direction. Applying these two control sequences to the system,
the y-direction position trajectories of the upstream turbine are shown in Figure 4-15a. The
results indicate that the turbine position trajectories are nearly identical regardless of the
presence of the third harmonic, suggesting that the third harmonic component indeed does
not contribute to turbine repositioning.

By examining the shape of the observation point chain of the upstream turbine in Figure 4-
15b, we notice a higher frequency serpentine shape compared to the observation point chain
of the upstream wake in Figure 4-15c. Therefore, we can conclude that the purpose of the
third harmonic component in the control signal of the upstream turbine is to achieve wake
steering.

4-4 Summary

The primary objective of this chapter was to investigate the enhancement in overall wind farm
energy production through static and dynamic repositioning under constant wind conditions,
considering different levels of mooring line tightness. Our analysis revealed that:

1. The static repositioning control mode is suitable for slack mooring line settings. When
the system stiffness is low, a sufficient movable range is provided to the turbines, en-
abling the static repositioning mode to effectively enhance the wind farm power output.
Compared to the baseline case, this enhancement can numerically reach up to 36%.
However, as the system stiffness increases, the reduced movable range significantly di-
minishes the effectiveness of static repositioning.

2. The dynamic repositioning control mode becomes more effective than static reposition-
ing for relatively tight mooring line settings. When the high stiffness of the system
results in a limited movable range for the turbines, the turbines can periodically move
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(a) The y-direction trajectories of the upstream turbine for two rotor yaw angle se-
quences are shown: one with the third harmonic component included (solid), and one
without (dashed).

(b) Upstream Wake Meandering: Control Sequence with the Third Harmonic Included

(c) Upstream Wake No Meandering: Control Sequence without the Third Harmonic

Figure 4-15: These figures illustrate the effect of the third harmonic component in the control
input sequence of the upstream turbine, highlighting its role in creating high-frequency wake
meandering. In (a), it can be observed that the third harmonic component has a negligible effect
on the turbine’s y-direction position, indicating that the effectiveness of this harmonic component
is not related to turbine repositioning. Comparing the observation point chains of the upstream
turbine in (b) and (c), it is evident that when the control signal includes the third harmonic
component, the wake exhibits higher frequency meandering.
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in the crosswind direction. This movement intermittently brings higher wind speeds to
the downstream turbines, resulting in a higher power output.

3. Under dynamic repositioning control, the optimal control signals exhibit a sinusoidal
form. The control signal for the upstream turbine includes a fundamental frequency
component and a third harmonic component, while the control signal for the downstream
turbine includes only the fundamental component. The optimal fundamental frequency
is directly related to the system stiffness. For each level of mooring line tightness,
the optimal fundamental frequency exploits the frequency domain characteristics of the
floater’s dynamics in the y-direction. This ensures that the upstream wake sweeps past
the downstream wake as quickly as possible, while maximizing the time the downstream
turbine is exposed to higher wind speeds.

Secondly, during the analysis of dynamic repositioning, an optimization method based on
block coordinate descent and grid search was employed. Six parameters, used to describe the
optimal control sequence for dynamic repositioning, were selected and sequentially optimized
two by two. This optimization approach has three advantages: first, the optimal control
sequence is presented in an analytical form with respect to time; second, it requires few
iterations, as studies show that a single iteration can bring the optimized parameters close
to their optima; third, it is extensible—if more details of the control input signals, such as
additional frequency components or a DC component, need to be covered, new parameters
can simply be appended to the optimization procedure at each iteration.

Lastly, we provide an outlook on the reference value of this study on dynamic repositioning.
From the perspective of investors, the structural load and stability of the turbine always come
first before turbine repositioning. Therefore, during the design of floating wind turbines, load
analysis and stability analysis are performed first to provide constraints on the profile of
the mooring system, such as limitations on mooring line length, material choice, and seabed
anchor positions.

Two scenarios may arise under these constraints. In the first scenario, the constraints result
in a fixed profile for the mooring system, with no flexibility in terms of length, material, or
anchor points to ensure reasonable structural load and stability. In this case, the analysis
performed in this chapter can be applied to evaluate the effectiveness and feasible control
methods of turbine repositioning under this fixed design, providing valuable reference for
power generation companies.

In the second scenario, the constraints still allow for some flexibility in the design of the
mooring system profile, such as a range of permissible mooring line lengths or anchor points.
Here, the analysis in this chapter can be performed to further narrow down the design choices
for the mooring system profile, providing useful guidance for floating turbine manufacturers.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5-1 Summary of the Key Findings

This study aimed to maximize the energy production of a two-turbine wind farm over a period
of time by exploring and analyzing how the floating wind turbines should be repositioned
under constant wind conditions. This study found that a floating wind farm can operate under
two working modes: static repositioning and dynamic repositioning. When the mooring lines
are relatively slack, static repositioning yields higher energy production gains. Conversely,
when the mooring lines are relatively tight, dynamic repositioning provides superior energy
production gains. A summary of these two modes is stated as follows:

• Static Repositioning: In this mode, the rotor yaw angles of the upstream and down-
stream turbines are maintained at constant values with opposite signs, respectively, in
steady state. This results in the turbines being statically repositioned on opposite sides
of the crosswind direction. For relatively slack mooring line settings, a small rotor yaw
misalignment of the floating turbines can result in sufficient displacement in the cross-
wind direction. This effectively reduces the overlap of the wake of the upstream turbine
with the downstream rotor. From the perspective of individual energy production, this
approach results in a small sacrifice in the upstream turbine’s power output to achieve
a significant increase in the downstream turbine’s power output, thereby enhancing the
overall energy production of the wind farm. However, for relatively tight mooring line
settings, the movable range of the turbines is restricted; thus, the rotor yaw misalign-
ment of the floating turbines does not result in significant displacement in the crosswind
direction. Consequently, the effectiveness of the static repositioning mode is noticeably
reduced under tight mooring line settings.

• Dynamic Repositioning: In this mode, the rotor yaw angles of the upstream and
downstream turbines vary in a sinusoidal manner, resulting in the turbines being dynam-
ically repositioned in the crosswind direction. The fundamental difference from static
repositioning is that in dynamic repositioning, the turbines are continuously moving
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rather than being relocated to fixed new positions. This continuous motion allows
the turbines to travel further in the crosswind direction. As a result, the downstream
turbine can periodically experience higher wind speeds, thereby increasing the overall
energy production of the wind farm. Floating wind farms with tight mooring line set-
tings can utilize this characteristic to achieve some energy production gains. However,
for wind farms with relatively slack mooring line settings, the energy production gains
from dynamic repositioning cannot surpass that of static repositioning. This is because
dynamic repositioning inherently forces the upstream wake to periodically sweep over
the downstream rotor, which cannot be better than the case where the upstream wake
never needs to sweep over the downstream rotor.

Further, this study also explored the main characteristics of the optimal control sequences
for the rotor yaw angles of both the upstream and downstream turbines under dynamic
repositioning in the frequency domain. The study reveals that the optimal control sequence
of the rotor yaw angle for the upstream turbine consists of a fundamental component u1,T0 and
its third harmonic component u3,T0 , while the optimal control sequence for the downstream
turbine’s rotor yaw angle consists solely of a fundamental component u1,T1 . The fundamental
components u1,T0 and u1,T1 share the same frequency ω1, but there is a phase difference ∆ϕ1
between them. Below, we summarize the study findings from the aspects of the fundamental
phase difference ∆ϕ1, the fundamental components u1,T0 and u1,T1 , and the third harmonic
component u3,T0 .

• The Fundamental Phase Difference ∆ϕ1: This parameter is responsible for coor-
dinating the motions of the upstream and downstream turbines. It ensures that when
the upstream wake sweeps to one side of the crosswind direction, the downstream tur-
bine moves to the opposite side of the crosswind direction, minimizing the overlapping
duration.

• The Fundamental Components u1,T0 and u1,T1: These two control signals cause
the turbines to move back and forth in the crosswind direction in a sinusoidal manner.
According to this study, the optimal value of their frequency ω1 is located close to, but
slightly smaller than, the natural frequency of the linearized floater model which takes
the rotor yaw angle as input and the crosswind direction position as output.

• The Third Harmonic Component u3,T0: This control signal exists only in the
control signal for the upstream turbine. Due to the frequency domain characteristics
of the floater, its contribution is not in repositioning the turbine. Instead, it steers the
wake, further reducing the duration that the upstream wake sweeps over the downstream
rotor.

Finally, for dynamic repositioning, based on the aforementioned extracted frequency-domain
parameters, a new approach to finding the optimal control sequences for dynamic reposition-
ing is proposed. The proposed optimization method combines block coordinate descent with
grid search. A major advantage of this method is that it can provide an analytical expression
for the optimal control sequences. Additionally, experiments show that the first iteration of
this optimization method can bring the parameters close to their optimal values, demonstrat-
ing the potential for faster optimization times compared to time-domain optimization using
fmincon.
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5-2 Limitations and Considerations

• The mooring line model used in this study is a static model subject only to turbine
position. Although it captures the spring-like behavior of the mooring line, it does not
consider the forces exerted by seawater on the mooring line. To achieve higher model
accuracy, future research should incorporate a dynamic mooring line model. However,
incorporating a dynamic mooring line model may increase computational complexity,
potentially hindering the feasibility of real-time optimization. Therefore, future studies
should also consider the trade-off between incorporating more dynamics and managing
computational costs.

• The floating wind farm model used in this study requires further validation through
comparison with high-fidelity floating wind farm models or field experimental data. The
integration of floater dynamics and FLORIDyn in this study is based on the assumption
that new turbine positions do not affect the positions of existing observation points
(OPs). The validity of this assumption needs to be justified through comparison with
high-fidelity CFD models. Therefore, this aspect of the work should be addressed in
future research.

• The floating turbine stabilization task is not included in this study. This research treats
turbine stabilization and turbine repositioning as two separate objectives. However, in
reality, the actuators driving turbine repositioning are also used for turbine stabilization.
Therefore, a future research task is to study the impact of control signals used for turbine
repositioning on turbine stabilization.

• This study considers the effectiveness of turbine repositioning from a macroscopic per-
spective based solely on turbine positions. However, it does not account for the impact
of turbine movement on the fatigue of turbine components and mooring line loads. Since
mechanical fatigue affects the lifespan of the turbines and indirectly influences the cost
of electricity generation, future research should incorporate the effects of fatigue into
the objective function to ensure closer alignment with practical applications.

5-3 Future Directions and Outlook

Based on the limitations discussed in the previous section, this section outlines future direc-
tions in the following three areas:

• Floating Wind Farm Model: Firstly, the current dynamic floating wind farm model
should be validated using data from either CFD or field experiments. If the accuracy
is found to be lacking, the modules within the model should be updated accordingly.
Secondly, as this study shows that the primary source of increased simulation time is the
nonlinear floater dynamics, and the optimal control sequence for dynamic repositioning
is largely related to only the linearized model near the neutral position, another future
research direction is to develop a linearized floating wind farm model for real-time
control. Lastly, the floating wind farm model can be extended from 2D to 3D to
incorporate more wake mitigation strategies, such as rotor tilting.
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• Optimization Framework: The objective function of this study focuses on maxi-
mizing accumulated energy production but does not consider turbine stabilization or
mechanical fatigue, which are factors that influence the cost of energy generation. There-
fore, to better align with future practical applications, a multi-objective optimization
function should be established. This function should aim to reduce the cost of electricity
generation, rather than solely maximizing energy production.

• Wind Farm Setup: In future research, more complex and general floating wind farm
layouts should be studied. Furthermore, the wind field experienced by the floating wind
farm should be extended from constant wind conditions to time-varying conditions.
Lastly, the water settings should transition from still water to conditions that include
waves.
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Appendix A

A-1 Magnitude and Phase Spectra of Optimal Control Sequences
Under Various Mooring Line Stiffness Settings
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Figure A-1: The magnitude and phase spectra of the optimal control sequences (757 m)
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Figure A-2: The magnitude and phase spectra of the optimal control sequences (777 m)
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Figure A-3: The magnitude and phase spectra of the optimal control sequences (787 m)
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Figure A-4: Bode diagrams of the linearized model at the chosen three operating points for the
757 m case. The two dominating frequencies from the optimized control sequence are overlaid,
indicated by vertical dashed lines at ω1 = 0.0123 rad/s and ω3 = 0.0306 rad/s.
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Figure A-5: Bode diagrams of the linearized model at the chosen three operating points for the
777 m case. The two dominating frequencies from the optimized control sequence are overlaid,
indicated by vertical dashed lines at ω1 = 0.0157 rad/s and ω3 = 0.0471 rad/s.
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Figure A-6: Bode diagrams of the linearized model at the chosen three operating points for the
787 m case. The two dominating frequencies from the optimized control sequence are overlaid,
indicated by vertical dashed lines at ω1 = 0.0184 rad/s and ω3 = 0.0552 rad/s.
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List of Acronyms

TLP Tension Leg Platform
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
LES Large Eddy Simulation
SOWFA Simulator fOr Wind Farm Applications
FLORIS FLOw Redirection and Induction in Steady-state
FAST Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures, and Turbulence
FLORIDyn FLOw Redirection and Induction Dynamics
OP Observation Point
TWF Temporary Wind Farm
TSR Tip-speed ratio
DPS Dynamic Positioning System
TRTLE Turbine Repositioning Technique for Layout Economics
MPC Model Predictive Control
NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory
AM After the Movement
BM Before the Movement
SQP Sequential quadratic programming
MW Megawatt
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
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